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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

After consultation with the scientific research community and national organizations that focus
on Down syndrome, and taking into account various congressional directives received by the
NIH, the NIH Down Syndrome Working Group developed the NIH Research Plan for Down
Syndrome. The purpose of the plan is to build upon ongoing NIH-supported research to take
advantage of emerging scientific opportunities and set the stage for possible future collaborations
in this area.

SELECTED NIH RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Down Syndrome
Research Area

Short-term Objective
(0 to 3 Years)

Medium-term Objective
(4 to 6 Years)

Long-term Objective
(7 to 10 Years)

Pathophysiology of
Down Syndrome and
Disease Progression

Continue testing
cognitive and synaptic
function In Down
syndrome model mice.

Study whether the impact
of aging on certain
processes is greater than
on others.

Explore genetic and
environmental
determinants of
cognitive function in
Down syndrome
throughout the lifespan.

Diagnosis, Screening,
and Functional
Measures

Identify the cognitive
phenotype of Down
syndrome in a cohort
throughout the lifespan.

Link human and mouse
cognitive studies relating to
Down syndrome.

Develop better
measures of
hippocampal and
cognitive function.

Treatment and
Management

Increase research on
comorbid psychiatric and
medical conditions
throughout the lifespan.

Continue learning from the
Alzheimer disease research
community regarding the
best therapeutics.

Investigate the impact
of early intervention on
psychomotor and
cognitive development.

Living with Down
Syndrome

Develop a more complete
demographic knowledge
base.

Study real-world outcomes
for Down syndrome
families.

Explore new
intervention research,
especially during
transitional stages.

Research
Infrastructure

Improve and expand
availability of animal
models.

Discuss the best
mechanisms to use in
fostering cross-disciplinary
research.

Include cohorts of
people with Down
syndrome in
longitudinal studies.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In early 2006, National Institutes of Health (NIH) Director Dr. Elias Zerhouni asked the National
Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) to take the lead in gathering
together program scientists from across the NIH to form a Down Syndrome Working Group.
The charge to this group was to coordinate ongoing research already supported by the NIH
related to Down syndrome, and to enhance new, NIH-supported research efforts based on
identification of areas of greatest scientific opportunity, especially as they relate to the
development of future treatments. This plan was developed by the Working Group, with input
from the outside scientific and family communities, at the request of Congress in the LaborHHS-Education Appropriations legislation for fiscal year 2007 (see Appendix B), focusing
specifically on genetic and neurobiological research relating to the cognitive dysfunction and the
progressive late-life dementia associated with Down syndrome. The purpose of the plan is to
build upon ongoing NIH-supported research relating to Down syndrome to reflect the changing
lives of individuals and families affected, and to take advantage of emerging scientific
opportunities. By organizing the research objectives into groupings according to subject area
and timeframes, the plan will also serve to apprise the Down syndrome community of NIH’s
goals for moving ahead in this area, fostering collaborations between NIH and other agencies
and groups.

BACKGROUND ON DOWN SYNDROME
(See also Appendix E)
Named after John Langdon Down, the first physician to describe the syndrome’s common
features as a distinct entity, Down syndrome is the most frequent genetic cause of mild to
moderate mental retardation and associated medical problems. Three genetic variations can
cause Down syndrome, which occurs in one out of 800 live births and in all races and economic
groups. Most often, Down syndrome is caused by the presence of an extra chromosome 21 in all
cells of the individual (called “trisomy 21”). In a small percentage of cases, the extra
chromosome 21 is present in some, but not all cells of the individual (called “mosaic trisomy
21”). In about 3 percent to 4 percent of the cases, individuals have the normal number of
chromosomes, but carry portions of material from chromosome 21 on other chromosomes,
resulting in the features associated with Down syndrome (called “translocation trisomy 21”).
A random event during the formation of reproductive cells or during very early development
leads to Down syndrome. These events do not appear to be attributable to any behavioral
activity of the parents or environmental factors. In almost 9 out of 10 cases, the mother is the
source of the extra copy of chromosome 21. As a woman ages, the likelihood that a reproductive
cell she ovulates will contain an extra copy of chromosome 21 increases dramatically. A woman
younger than age 30 who becomes pregnant has less than a 1 in 1,000 chance of having a baby
with Down syndrome, but by age 42, the chance is 1 in 60. However, more than 75 percent of
pregnancies that result in Down syndrome occur in women younger than age 40. Several
prenatal diagnostic tests are available to detect Down syndrome, including amniocentesis,
chorionic villus sampling, and percutaneous umbilical blood sampling.
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Physical characteristics of infants born with Down syndrome include epicanthal folds around the
eyes, a broad and flat nasal bridge, a round flat face, eyes that slant upwards, small ears, a short
neck, and a downward-turned mouth. Medical care for infants born with Down syndrome should
include the same well-baby care that other children receive during the first years of life, as well
as attention to other health conditions that are more common in children with Down syndrome,
including: congenital hypothyroidism, hearing loss, congenital heart disease and pulmonary
hypertension, hypotonia (poor muscle tone) and resulting digestive problems, and vision
disorders, such as cataracts. During infancy and childhood, children with Down syndrome are
10 to 15 times more likely than other children to develop leukemia, and have a 12-fold higher
mortality rate from infectious diseases if the infections are left untreated. However, because
more children receive needed medical care, life expectancy for those individuals with Down
syndrome has increased dramatically in the United States, from nine years of age in 1959, to 50
years or more today.
Children with Down syndrome may experience developmental delays. However, these children
have a wide range of abilities, and each develops at his or her own pace. Many eventually meet
developmental milestones. At the other end of the spectrum, adults with Down syndrome age
prematurely. Dementia, memory loss, or impaired judgment similar to that occurring in
Alzheimer disease patients may appear in adults with Down syndrome. A central focus of
ongoing research is to look at Down syndrome across the stages of human development to
facilitate effective interventions and treatments.

HIGHLIGHTS OF ONGOING RESEARCH ON DOWN SYNDROME AT THE NIH
(Major research activities, Institutes listed in alphabetical order)

Some of the NIH Institutes and Centers (ICs) have a long-standing history of supporting research
relating to Down syndrome. Current research activities of those ICs with significant portfolios in
this arena are summarized below.

NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE (NCI)
The NCI research program for children with Down syndrome primarily focuses on the acute
leukemias that children with Down syndrome are at increased risk for developing. Children with
Down syndrome have a cumulative risk for developing leukemia of approximately 2.1 percent by
age five years and 2.7 percent by age 30 years. Approximately one-half to two-thirds of the
cases of acute leukemia in children with Down syndrome are acute lymphocytic leukemia
(ALL). Outcome for Down syndrome children with ALL has generally been reported as poorer
than that of non-Down syndrome children, with the lower event-free survival (EFS) and overall
survival for children with Down syndrome and ALL appearing to be related to higher rates of
treatment-related mortality and to the absence of favorable biological features. Children with
Down syndrome and ALL are enrolled on the ALL clinical trials of the NCI-supported
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Children’s Oncology Group (COG), with the objective of identifying more effective treatments
that are adequately tolerated by children with Down syndrome.
Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) in Down syndrome children is biologically and clinically
distinctive from AML that occurs in other children. Most children with Down syndrome and
AML have the acute megakaryocytic leukemia (AMKL) subtype and have mutations in the
GATA1 gene. The vast majority of cases of AML in children with Down syndrome occur before
the age of four years (median age, one year). Infants with Down syndrome also develop
transient myeloproliferative disorder (TMD) (also called transient leukemia), a clonal expansion
of myeloblasts that can be difficult to distinguish from AML. TMD spontaneously regresses in
most cases within the first three months of life, though approximately 20 percent of infants with
Down syndrome and TMD eventually develop AML. Down syndrome children with AML have
high EFS rates and lower relapse rates compared to non-Down syndrome children with AML.
COG clinical trials for children with Down syndrome and AML are focused on reducing the
toxicity of treatment while maintaining very high EFS rates and low relapse rates. NCI also
supports two investigator-initiated research projects directed toward better understanding the
unique biology of AML that occurs in children with Down syndrome.

NATIONAL HEART, LUNG, AND BLOOD INSTITUTE (NHLBI)
The NHLBI funds three projects studying the genetics underlying Down syndrome-related heart
malformations, particularly atrioventricular septal defects (AVSD). One project is a human
genetics study of Down syndrome patients, with and without ASVDs, to identify gene variants
that lead to susceptibility toward heart malformations. The project will subsequently use mouse
models to better study how these genes may produce heart defects. Two other projects funded
by the NHLBI also use mouse models to study the action of Down syndrome-related genes
during the embryonic development of the heart. One is working to characterize the heart
malformations in mice that, like trisomy 21 patients, have three copies of many of the genes on
human chromosome 21. The other looks specifically at the gene Down Syndrome Critical
Region 1 (Dscr1) in mouse and chick models of Down syndrome. Dscr1 is a downstream target
of NFATc1 in the developing heart valves. However, restoration of Dscr1 to disomy did not
prevent cardiac or craniofacial abnormalities in trisomic mice, indicating that multiple factors are
involved. Current work is underway to analyze the function and interactions of multiple
NFATc1 regulatory pathway components in heart valve development. In addition, NHLBI
supports numerous grants investigating normal and abnormal valve development. These grants
are likely relevant to understanding Down syndrome-related congenital heart defects.
Two other topics relevant to Down syndrome that NHLBI funds are obstructive sleep apnea
(OSA) and neurocognitive outcomes of congenital heart disease. The incidence of OSA in
Down syndrome children is quite high—greater than 50 percent—and these children likely are
susceptible to many of the same outcomes as non-Down syndrome patients with OSA. NHLBI
funds several grants investigating the cardiovascular, respiratory, and neurobehavioral
consequences of OSA. NHLBI is also funding a randomized controlled study evaluating the
efficacy of adenotonsillectomy in OSA patients and investigating potential differences in
treatment responses among vulnerable groups, such as overweight children and ethnic minorities.
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Children with congenital heart disease show decreased neurocognitive function. However, it is
unknown how much of this decreased function is due to cardiovascular insufficiencies caused by
the lesions themselves, and how much neural damage results from congenital heart surgery and
circulatory arrest. Because a significant percentage of Down syndrome patients require cardiac
surgery, and because even a small additional loss of neurocognitive function can have a large
impact on quality of life for these patients, methods to reduce risk of neurological damage during
surgery are especially important for the Down syndrome population.
Although no studies currently investigate this problem specifically in Down syndrome patients,
the NHLBI is funding two studies that compare congenital heart disease surgical patients, who
are placed on full circulatory arrest during cardiac surgery or who experience low-flow bypass to
controls based on the normative data for the standardized tests they administer. One study
follows neurodevelopmental outcomes in patients treated for tetralogy of Fallot, and the other
follows patients treated for D-transposition of the great arteries. Investigators will complete both
studies in 2009. A third study that NHLBI supports also addresses potential neurological
damage during surgery. This study uses a piglet model to evaluate the potential of the drug
aprotinin, a serine protease inhibitor, to reduce the risk of brain damage. Genotypic differences
may also be a factor in neurocognitive outcomes of congenital heart disease patients. For
example, the apolipoprotein E-epsilon2 allele may decrease neuroresiliency when investigators
evaluate patients at one year of age. NHLBI currently funds a follow-up study to assess the
patients at four years of age.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON AGING (NIA)
The NIA has a long-standing interest in Down syndrome and the aging nervous system,
cognition, Alzheimer disease, and other neurodegenerative disorders.
Among its research activities are primary intervention studies, including one that tests the use of
antioxidants to treat Alzheimer disease in Down syndrome individuals. The objective of this
pilot clinical trial is to obtain information on the tolerability, safety, and efficacy of a high
potency combinatorial supplement for the treatment of Alzheimer disease in Down syndrome.
Individuals with Down syndrome have an increased incidence of Alzheimer disease and
evidence of oxidative stress in brain. This double-blind, placebo-controlled trial consists of
administration of two cellular antioxidants, and a mitochondrial antioxidant. The investigators
are examining the effects on cognition, plasma biomarkers of oxidative stress, beta amyloid
levels, and vitamin E levels, in addition to safety/tolerability. The pilot trial should also
contribute information as to the possible role of antioxidants in the treatment or prevention of
Alzheimer disease in the general population.
Another trial uses vitamin E alone to treat Alzheimer disease in persons with Down syndrome.
Persons with Down syndrome are uniquely vulnerable to a form of Alzheimer disease
indistinguishable from the sporadic variety that affects aging individuals in the general
population. The participants take vitamin E in the form of 1,000 IU capsules, twice daily, for
36 months. This trial evaluates whether high-dose vitamin E will slow the rate of
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cognitive/functional decline in older individuals with Down syndrome, who are at a very high
risk of developing Alzheimer disease.
Individuals with Down syndrome develop the neuropathological hallmarks of Alzheimer disease
early in life, and most also experience dementia as they age. Investigators still need to answer a
number of key questions about the degenerative process, both in animal models and in the
Alzheimer disease and Down syndrome brains. Another study is investigating whether various
antioxidant and anti-inflammatory agents used to treat both young and aged mice with partial
trisomy (Ts65Dn) are effective. NIA also supports research that studies the genes involved in
estrogen biosynthesis and estrogen-receptor function and their association with the rate of
cognitive decline and risk of Alzheimer disease in women with Down syndrome. This effort
aims to identify genetic factors that may modify estrogen levels or estrogen activity and
influence risk for Alzheimer disease.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ALLERGY AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES (NIAID)
The NIAID conducts and supports basic and applied research to better understand, treat, and
ultimately prevent infectious, immunologic, and allergic diseases. As such, NIAID does not
fund research on Down syndrome. NIAID does support basic research on immunology. NIAIDsupported researchers recently reported that two genes in the Down syndrome-critical region
regulate many genes involved in the development of the immune response. These findings
provide a link between the long-established Down syndrome genetic abnormality and the many
physical, neurological, and immunological abnormalities observed in these individuals.
Investigators reported that two genes, Down Syndrome Critical Region 1(DSCR1) and Dualspecificity Tyrosine-phosphorylation Regulated Kinase 1A (DYRK1A), that lie within the Down
syndrome-critical region of human chromosome 21 act together to interfere with the nuclear
factor of activated T-cells (NFAT) signaling pathway. This pathway is one regulator of
vertebrate development. They suggest that the 1.5-fold increase in dosage of DSCR1 and
DYRK1A leads to inhibition of NFAT signaling and many of the features of Down syndrome.
These predictions are consistent with the researchers’ observations of mice that lack components
of the NFAT pathway. These mice overexpress the products of the DSCR1 and DYRK1A genes
as do mouse models of Down syndrome and humans with trisomy 21. (Arron, et al. [2006].
NFAT dysregulation by increased dosage of DSCR1 and DYRK1A on chromosome 21. Nature,
441, 595-600.)
Using genome-wide Ribonucleic Acid (RNA) interference (RNAi) screen in Drosophila, other
investigators identified regulators of the NFAT signaling pathway. Precise regulation of the
NFAT family of transcription factors is essential for vertebrate development and function. The
investigators identified a class of proteins as regulators of NFAT signaling. The gene that
encodes one of the DYRKs (DYRK1A) lies with in the Down syndrome-critical region of human
chromosome 21. Overexpression of these negative regulators of NFAT could contribute—by
inhibiting NFAT activation—to the neurological and immunological anomalies observed in
individuals with trisomy 21. (Gwack, et al. [2006]. A genome-wide Drosophila RNAi screen
identifies DYRK-family kinases as regulators of NFAT. Nature, 441, 646-650.)
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT (NICHD)
Since its early years, NICHD has supported a wide range of research related to Down syndrome.
These grants include fellowships (F31, F32), career development awards (K08), individual
research grants (R01, R03, R21, R37), program project grants (P01), conference grants (R13),
and Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) grants (R43, R44). The studies funded under
these various mechanisms include biomedical, behavioral, and biobehavioral studies of different
aspects of the complex condition that is Down syndrome.
Some investigations include examination of specific genes or gene clusters and the roles such
genes play in the phenotype that is recognized as Down syndrome. Investigators funded by
NICHD made seminal contributions to the understanding of the genetics of human chromosome
21 and various mouse chromosomes during the Human Genome Project. Work is ongoing to
refine and annotate the genetic maps of both species. Currently, mechanisms by which
nondisjunction arises are the focus of two ongoing studies that compare fetal ovarian meiotic
events and the impact of ovarian age on the incidence of trisomy. Both genomic and proteomic
studies focus on the impact of overexpression of genes located on human chromosome 21 with
metabolic pathways in humans with Down syndrome and in mouse models relevant to Down
syndrome. These studies include the impact of the trisomic state on mitogen-activated protein
(MAP) kinase, calcineurin, and phosphoinositide pathways, mitochondrial function, and on the
impact of differential gene expression in various tissues derived from Down syndrome
conceptions, including the placenta.
Investigators created and continue to create animal models, typically mice, for studies relevant to
cognitive function and dementia in Down syndrome. These include partially trisomic mice, such
as Ts65Dn, Ts1Cje, Ts2Cje, and Ts1Rhr, as well as partially monosomic mice, such as Ms1Rhr.
Currently funded studies seek to create mice with partial trisomies of the human chromosome 21
genes located on mouse chromosomes 10 and 17. Investigators who focus on behavioral and
biobehavioral studies are designing specific paradigms to assess aspects of cognitive function in
animal model systems, such as the effects of overexpression of specific genes in the model
organism, Drosophila, and determining the location and distribution of specific genes on human
chromosome 21 in non-human primates. Electrophysiological studies supported by NICHD of
the partially trisomic mice (Ts65Dn and Ts1Cje) and mice transgenic for specific genes located
on human chromosome 21, probe the functional manifestations of the trisomic condition and the
impact of specific genes on neuronal function.
NICHD also supports longitudinal studies examining the development and aging of cohorts of
individuals who have trisomy of the entire chromosome 21 or partial trisomy to identify
genotype/phenotype interactions. One long-standing longitudinal study examines the aging
process in individuals with Down syndrome, the incidence of dementia in this population, and
factors that impact upon the aging process, including the use of medications such as statins,
estrogen replacement therapy, and specific antioxidants. Another effort is following a cohort of
partially trisomic individuals and designing specific animal model systems to investigate aspects
of the genotype/phenotype relationship.
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In addition, several behavioral and biobehavioral studies utilize Down syndrome individuals as
“control” groups for determining similarities and differences associated with Williams
syndrome, Fragile X syndrome, Rett syndrome, Prader Willi syndrome, or idiopathic mental
retardation. One grantee is studying unique aspects of developmental trajectories and is
designing new tests to elucidate similarities and differences associated with intellectual
disability, including Down syndrome. Several NICHD-funded investigators are focusing their
research on family events and dynamics, and on whether family influences on social outcome,
family adaptation to dual diagnosis, and sibling interactions during infancy. One NICHD
program project grant focuses on facilitating communication among individuals with severe
intellectual disability, including individuals with Down syndrome.
A recent clinical trial funded by NICHD conducted extensive prenatal screening to determine the
best combination of diagnostic procedures. Another trial is testing the impact of vitamin E
therapy in adults with Down syndrome older than age 50 years.
Among the small business initiatives supported by NICHD, one focuses on diagnostic proteomic
profiles for aneuploidy, and another project focuses on weight-loss programs for adults with
intellectual disabilities. Still other researchers have developed computer-assisted learning
strategies for children with intellectual disabilities, including individuals with Down syndrome,
and have designed handheld assistive devices to facilitate time management and scheduling.
In addition, investigators in the NICHD Division of Intramural Research are conducting a study
to evaluate the potential of growth factors to prevent or reduce the intellectual disability
associated with Down syndrome in a mouse model. These investigators previously showed that,
because of its critical role in embryonic growth and development, a peptide (vasoactive intestinal
peptide) protects against oxidative stress and ameliorates learning deficits in a model of fetal
alcohol syndrome.
Several recent conference grants supported in part by NICHD include meetings at which
participants discussed the biology of human chromosome 21 genes and cognition and behavior in
Down syndrome. The NICHD also has provided partial support for several of the biennial
international meetings of Down syndrome investigators. Recently, NICHD convened a meeting
of experts to hear their recommendations for future research directions.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH (NIMH)
NIMH’s research interests include investigations that attempt to assess the rates of comorbid
mental illnesses in Down syndrome, including, for example, autism, pervasive developmental
disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, depression, and psychosis, as well as studies of
behavioral or psychopharmacological interventions for comorbid disorders within this
population.
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Specifically, NIMH has an active program announcement, Research on Psychopathology in
Intellectual Disabilities. This announcement is designed to support research on comorbid mental
disorders within the intellectually disabled population, including individuals with Down
syndrome. Some examples of projects that NIMH is currently supporting from this
announcement include: 1) an international longitudinal study of the course and pattern of
psychopathology, and biopsychosocial risk and protective factors associated with
psychopathology, in children with intellectual disabilities, including children with Down
syndrome; and 2) a large study of the impact of stress on functioning, and coping strategies
utilized to reduce stress, in adults with intellectual disabilities, including those with Down
syndrome.
Individuals with Down syndrome have deficits in fine motor learning and have a
disproportionately small cerebellum, a brain region that plays an important role in movement.
To identify genes that may contribute to these deficits, intramural researchers at NIMH are using
mouse models of Down syndrome to investigate how extra copies of certain genes impact
specific cell types in the cerebellum.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS AND STROKE (NINDS)
The NINDS currently funds basic, clinical, and translational research on a broad range of
disorders affecting the brain, spinal cord, and nerves of the body, including research on or related
to Down syndrome.
One funded project aims to clarify the role of a protein called amyloid precursor protein (APP) in
neuronal degeneration in a mouse model of Down syndrome. The gene for APP is located on
human chromosome 21 and is present in three copies in Down syndrome and its mouse models.
Abnormal processing of APP is implicated in Alzheimer disease, which can develop in Down
syndrome patients as early as middle age. The investigators in this study will determine whether
and, if so, how excess APP disrupts the function of a neuronal growth factor important for
neuronal survival. Another protein whose gene maps to the Down syndrome-associated region
of human chromosome 21 is Down syndrome cell-adhesion molecule (DSCAM). Although the
role of DSCAM in the neurological characteristics of Down syndrome is not yet clear,
understanding its functions in experimental models may provide insights into the causes and
consequences of developmental abnormalities in the human disease. In the fruit fly Drosophila,
the homologous protein Dscam guides early stages of neuronal circuit development, and a study
supported by NINDS will focus on how different forms of Dscam function in establishing
specific neuronal connections. The expression levels of many other proteins are also affected by
the extra genetic material from chromosome 21 in Down syndrome, and another NINDSsupported study will compare global protein-expression levels in normal mice and Down
syndrome model mice. Identifying these changes in protein expression will allow further
research into how they contribute to disease phenotypes.
In addition to these studies on Down syndrome or Down syndrome-related proteins, other
research in the NINDS portfolio is also relevant to understanding this disease and its
consequences for nervous system development and function throughout life. For example,
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research into the structure and function of neurons and neuronal circuits advances the
understanding of how abnormalities, such as those seen in Down syndrome, can lead to cognitive
deficits. In February 2005, NINDS held a workshop entitled Down Syndrome: Toward Optimal
Synaptic Function and Cognition. The goals of this workshop were to review recent advances in
Down syndrome research and relevant technical approaches, and to identify key priority areas for
future work, including a focus on developing ways to improve cognitive function. The workshop
recommendations are described in a published report (see Appendix C).

RESEARCH AREAS AND OBJECTIVES

Initially formed in late 2005, the NIH Down Syndrome Working Group first met to share the
research activities related to Down syndrome that the NIH was supporting, and to discuss how
the NIH Institutes and Centers could better coordinate their efforts and share their specific
expertise. After consultation with the biomedical and behavioral scientific and research
advocacy communities, and considering other information largely gathered through a series of
facilitated, targeted meetings (see Appendix C), the Working Group developed the following list
of research priorities to complement and guide its future efforts regarding Down syndrome. The
objectives are listed according to research themes and are further grouped by the estimated, but
realistic, timeframe that it could take to accomplish them. For the purposes of this document,
“short-term” is defined as beginning from the date of publication of this document through
approximately three years from that time, “medium-term” is approximately four to six years
from that time, and “long-term” runs from seven to 10 years or beyond.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF DOWN SYNDROME AND DISEASE PROGRESSION
Investigators mapped the first two of several hundred genes mapped to human chromosome 21 in
1973. By 2000, a consortium of investigators published the Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA)
sequence of chromosome 21. Once the genes on chromosome 21 were identified, it was possible
to identify the effects of having an extra copy of individual genes or clusters of genes. To study
these effects, researchers use animal model systems, including fully or partially trisomic mice,
which have features of the human prototype not seen in other animal models.
Short-term Objectives
1. Continue testing cognitive and synaptic function in Down syndrome model mice focusing
specifically on relevant genes located on human chromosome 21.
2. Develop mouse models to study synaptic and vesicular trafficking (these may exist, but
may not be utilized for Down syndrome research at the current time). Allow studies of other
disorders associated with intellectual and developmental disabilities (Fragile X, Rett
syndrome, etc.) to guide and inform directions for such studies.
3. Expand and improve proteomic, metabolomic, transcriptomics, and phenomic
approaches, including:
Research Areas and Objectives—10
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appropriate sample preparation techniques to create suitable proteomic samples from
mouse brains;
Fractionation techniques to visualize the perhaps 100,000 proteins that exist;
Additional proteomic methods beyond two-dimensional gels;
Rigorous statistical techniques to determine whether a statistically significant change in
protein levels has biologic relevance;
Methods to relate findings in the mouse to humans;
Research beyond proteins and proteomics, using emerging techniques to move into
metabolites and metabolomics, and begin to examine what generates alterations in
learning and memory; and
Linking data from transcripts to the proteome, metabolome, and phenome.

4. Study pathways and cascades affected in Down syndrome. These might include pathways
that affect mitochondrial function (adenosine triphosphate [ATP] production), calcineurin,
MAP kinases, and oxidative stress. Link up with relevant research into specific gene effects
at other Institutes, and explore the effects on modulation of development in other organ
systems.
Medium-term Objectives
1. Study whether the impact of aging on physiologic and cognitive processes is greater than
on others. Such research probably requires a range of longitudinal studies of more than five
years’ duration, with different emphases. For example, studies could include:
•
•

•

The non-demented population with Down syndrome, which is likely to be heterogeneous
and may include people in the early stages of unrecognized Alzheimer disease.
Understanding the factors that affect the risk of dementia, and what factors may be
associated with not developing dementia. Some people with Down syndrome do not
develop dementia by their late 60s or early 70s. To complete such studies, researchers
would also need to better understand the clinical course of dementia in people with Down
syndrome.
Consider research with different subpopulations of individuals with Down syndrome to
examine variations in aging patterns. Much literature focuses on early development and
on individuals older than age 40, but very little research targets people with Down
syndrome during their 20s and 30s.

2. Sequence the developmental events of abnormal spine development, including genetics
and cellular aspects (this research may interface with a common theme in developmental
disabilities and could include information from other disorders, such as Fragile X and Rett
syndromes).
3. Study the biochemistry of APP processing in humans with Down syndrome and in animal
models (including mechanisms of trafficking and Abeta production, degradation, and
clearance).
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4. Describe more fully the mitochondrial dysfunction in Down syndrome and the exact status
of mitochondrial function; develop targeted therapies for mitochondrial function in Down
syndrome.
•
•
5.

Assess endocytosis and endosomal trafficking in vivo and in vitro.
Assess failed signaling and related neurotrophic deficits to help determine the
relationship between disease progression and cognitive deficits.

Study synaptic vesicle trafficking in Down syndrome and postsynaptic mechanisms
including metabotropic and ionotropic glutamate receptors and other neurotransmitter
receptors.

6. Develop a strategy to correlate descriptive studies of human and Down syndrome model
mouse development over the lifespan. This strategy will inform the development of a
cognitive phenotype for Down syndrome that will support longitudinal studies (see below).
Long-term Objectives
1. Explore genetic and environmental determinants of cognitive function in Down syndrome
throughout the lifespan. This work may involve long-term (more than 10 years) study of
existing and new cohorts of individuals.
2. Connect cellular mechanisms and genotype to synaptic and cognitive phenotype.

DIAGNOSIS, SCREENING, AND FUNCTIONAL MEASURES
The science of assessment has evolved in recent years, and while significantly more options for
diagnostic and screening measures are now available, it will be important for researchers to
capitalize on these advances in measurement. For example, utilization of more specialized
measures of functioning across domains would allow more fine-grained analysis and
phenotyping, which may assist in identification of biomarkers.
To proceed, the scientific community needs to focus on improving their tools, techniques,
methods and measures, moving toward a minimum set of common measures for use across
studies, age groups, and developmental and behavioral domains. In addition, the field may
benefit from an agreement on common domains to be assessed for clinical research in Down
syndrome (e.g. non-verbal problem-solving ability, language and communication skills, adaptive
functioning), to allow for comparability across studies, noting that those appropriate for one
stage of life may not be appropriate for others.
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Short-term Objectives
1. Identify the cognitive phenotype of Down syndrome in a cohort throughout the lifespan,
and link the phenotype to cognitive defects and developmental standards. This could include
defining speech and language, behavioral, and psychological abnormalities, using magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and functional MRI (fMRI) to examine major pathways and
determining how those pathways differ in persons with Down syndrome.
2. In addition, researchers need to apply standardized instruments and criteria to define the
clinical profile of Alzheimer disease in Down syndrome; these instruments must be
sensitive to the baseline-level function of this population. Standardizing a cognitive battery
in mice to help develop a core set of measures for this purpose would help researchers.
3. Collect and bank well-characterized organs for postmortem research. Such specimens
are necessary for understanding the factors that underlie dementia in people with Down
syndrome. Increasing banking of organs from individuals with Down syndrome who were
older than age 40 years at the time of death would help to identify the brain correlates of
clinical signs and symptoms.
4. Expand the brain imaging project supported by the Foundation for the NIH. This project
has enrolled 400 people and might expand to include an adequate sample of people with
Down syndrome. Undertake a systematic analysis of the development of key structures in
the brains of people with Down syndrome at various developmental stages using
standardized techniques and measurements. Imaging studies of normal development
currently in progress and supported by the NIH could inform this endeavor.
5. Develop new statistical approaches. Data from partial trisomy patients can generate
vectors of pathways and ways to constrain them.
6. Consider developing additional outcome measures for use in clinical trials to offer
supplementary options for assessing change across domains of functioning.
Medium-term Objectives
1. Link human and mouse cognitive studies relating to Down syndrome to:
•
•
•

Better characterize cognitive deficits in mice from the
psychological/psychiatric/functional aspects;
Develop standardized methods to test synaptic and cognitive function in Down syndrome
model mice; and
Develop tests that “tap” into the same “cognitive” processes in both mice and humans
(such as discriminative taste aversion).

2. Establish whether and how synaptic dysfunction correlates to abnormal cognition, and
determine the best phenotype/genotype markers for therapeutic screening.
3. Develop nanotechnology approaches to enhance contrast of imaging reagents for finer
resolution studies in younger populations with Down syndrome.
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4. Explore whether magnetic resonance spectroscopy, which can show changes much earlier
than neurocognitive exams, offers another promising technology for studying neuron health
in individuals with Down syndrome.
5. Assay specific vulnerable brain regions, such as the hippocampus, cerebellum, and
prefrontal cortex, from a prospective developmental perspective using standard measures and
techniques, enhancing current cognitive batteries applicable at specific stages across the
lifespan.
Long-term Objectives
1. Develop better measures of hippocampal and cognitive function in persons with Down
syndrome.

TREATMENT AND MANAGEMENT
For individuals with Down syndrome and their families, there is a continuing need to study
clinical treatments and interventions. Moreover, at least half of all children with Down
syndrome have a comorbid condition. Two conditions that have the potential to have significant
impact on cognitive function during the first few years of life are the development of leukemia
and the high incidence of congenital heart disease. Both of these conditions necessitate
extensive medical intervention.
Short-term Objectives
1. Expand research on comorbid psychiatric and medical conditions that occur throughout
the lifespan, including depression, dementia, and various developmental disabilities. Other
comorbid conditions that could benefit from concerted interdisciplinary efforts include the
following:
•

•

Leukemias—Early medical or behavioral interventions can alter the developmental
trajectory in children treated for leukemias. These children have concomitant behavioral
and cognitive difficulties; for example, 40 percent had an Intelligence Quotient (IQ) of
less than 75 on follow-up one to three years after treatment. The extent of problems
typically depends on the age of the child at treatment, its intensity, and the time lapsed
since treatment. Children with an underlying trisomic disorder that affects the brain’s
development who undergo this intensive treatment for leukemia are likely to face
problems for at least several years. Future research could build on studies such as a new
clinical trial of methotrexate and neurocognitive outcomes that may provide information
on the mechanisms by which impairments occur.
Congenital heart disease—As survival of children with congenital heart defects
improves, clinicians increasingly recognize neurodevelopmental problems in at least half
of survivors. The incidence of neurodevelopmental problems seems to increase over
time. Children with congenital heart disease have a fairly characteristic
neurodevelopmental signature. As adolescents, they tend to have difficulty with social
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•
•

cognition. However, the impact on children with Down syndrome is less clear.
Neurodevelopmental outcomes vary, even in children who have the same defects and
receive the same treatments and may be related to specific allelic variants of genes not
located on human chromosome 21. Children with Down syndrome who are treated for
heart defects probably have worse neurodevelopmental outcomes than children without
Down syndrome. Possible research opportunities could include longitudinal assessments
of cognitive and behavioral outcomes in relation to genetic studies.
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA)—As with typically developing individuals, this condition
may exert an impact on cognition in individuals with Down syndrome.
Other comorbid conditions that deserve more thorough investigation in Down syndrome
individuals throughout the lifespan include:
o Seizure disorders
o

Psychiatric or neurobehavioral problems

o

Celiac disease

o

Atlanto-axial instability

o

Endocrine function

2. Review earlier literature on understanding and improving the motor skills of individuals
with Down syndrome, with particular attention to whether and how sensory structures in
persons with Down syndrome are altered. In addition, review current relevant NIHsupported research that is not specific to Down syndrome, but may be applicable.
3. Determine whether individuals with cognitive impairment, including those with Down
syndrome, could be considered as candidates for transplantation studies.
4. Review findings from current clinical trials of vitamin E and antioxidants in individuals
with Alzheimer disease, and determine whether to test these substances in persons with
Down syndrome to see if they might enhance the function of circuits involved in cognition.
5. Test drugs used by persons with Alzheimer disease in mouse models of Down syndrome,
and eventually in other model systems, to determine their effects on cognition.
6. Encourage testing of “orphan drugs” in animal and cellular models to determine potential
beneficial effects on cognition in individuals with Down syndrome.
Medium-term Objectives
In general, one challenge faced by researchers is how to focus on precisely targeting time
windows for early therapeutics, in relation to the use of available treatments for individuals with
Down syndrome, as well as the development of new agents.
1. Continue the dialog with the Alzheimer disease research community regarding the best antiamyloids and other agents’ use as early therapeutics.
2. Encourage studies to understand the best use of therapeutics over time in a Down syndrome
population. For instance, few researchers have described studies of adults with Down
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syndrome treated with Aricept®. Because the progression of cognitive decline in different
stages of dementia is not linear, this medication is likely to have differential efficacy
depending on when in the pathological cascade it is used.
3. Explore the impact of cholesterol on dementia. People who have Down syndrome and
cholesterol levels higher than 200 mg/dl are at substantially higher risk for dementia than
people with lower cholesterol levels. However, the risk of dementia in people with high
cholesterol who take statins is the same as in people with lower cholesterol levels.
4. Explore the specific impact of hormone replacement therapy (HRT) use on women with
Down syndrome. Women with Down syndrome experience menopause at an earlier age and
are at increased risk for dementia compared to women who are older at onset of menopause.
Some studies show that taking HRT appears to protect episodic memory tasks in women who
did not have dementia at baseline. In addition, women who took HRT had better scores on
one cognitive measure over a 14- to 18-month period, but HRT had no effect on any of the
other measures. Currently, the data are not sufficient to show whether HRT reduces the
cumulative risk for Alzheimer disease.
5. Consider developing funding opportunities for translational research that applies findings
from literature review on motor skills in individuals with Down syndrome.
6. Further investigate the resting state hypothesis to assess default activity. Data suggest that
the resting state differs in those with Alzheimer disease or mild cognitive impairment.
Long-term Objectives
Children with Down syndrome have greater deficits in auditory short-term memory than children
with equivalent IQs. Researchers examining whether these deficits influence the benefits of
language intervention for children with Down syndrome may be warranted, and may lead to
more refinement of behavioral interventions for speech and language development.
1. Investigate the impact of early intervention or infant stimulation on the psychomotor and
cognitive development of Down syndrome children.
2. Identify compensatory strategies. Children with Down syndrome need therapies that help
them process available linguistic input, matching individual differences in children with
Down syndrome to those therapies best suited to their profiles.
3. Develop cross-disciplinary collaborations (e.g., educational psychologists, psychiatrists,
neurophysiologists) and public-private partnerships to test educational, pharmaceutical,
and therapeutic interventions. Investigators should take ethical considerations into account
when testing any interventions in individuals with Down syndrome.
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LIVING WITH DOWN SYNDROME
Studies of family and classroom environments may provide information that allows us to
maximize biobehavioral interventions for improving daily-life function and cognition of people
with Down syndrome.
Short-term Objectives
1. Develop a more complete demographic knowledge base of individuals with Down
syndrome and their families. Surprisingly little is known about the demographics of families
with a child who has Down syndrome, except that these children are more likely to have
older mothers. One in eight mothers of children with Down syndrome is aged 40 years or
older, compared to 1.8 percent of mothers of other children. Older mothers likely are better
educated than younger mothers. The mothers of children with Down syndrome are also more
likely to be white.
2. Develop a Web page containing information on Down syndrome and related research,
similar to the condition-specific NIH Web pages for autism or other disorders. The page
should include user-friendly information relevant to both the research and family
communities. This page should also include links to information about pending clinical trials
and diagnosis and treatment guidelines adopted by nationally recognized professional
societies. (The Alzheimer Disease Education Referral site managed by the NIA may be a
possible model.)
3. Examine closely the impact of Down syndrome on families and schools. Possible research
questions include how families react to children with Down syndrome, who may have fewer
maladaptive behaviors than children with other disabilities, but they do have some of the
behaviors. Many families of a child with Down syndrome want integrated schooling, but
there is little comparative research on whether it has beneficial effects, and many families
also worry about what will happen to their children once they leave the school system.
Medium-term Objectives
1. As children with Down syndrome live longer, study real-world outcomes for the family.
These topics include the health of the family, the lifespan of parents, sibling educational
attainment, and when siblings marry and have children. Such work could include:
•
•

Identifying the factors that lead to positive and negative outcomes in families that have an
individual member with Down syndrome.
Conducting research on the intergenerational transmission of caregiving responsibilities
and how best to foster those transitions.

2. Research and develop and/or adapt assistive devices that facilitate integration into society.
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Long-term Objectives
1. Explore new intervention research in families, schools, and residential environments that
integrates the transition from late adolescence to young adulthood, as well as ways to
enhance physical fitness. Such research results could be disseminated for use by other
agency programs and in community settings.

RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE
Short-term Objectives
1. Improve and expand availability of animal models for research on Down syndrome.
Distribution of mouse models remains a chronic problem. Although some researchers
distribute their models freely, the number of researchers who wish to use them has tripled,
yet supplies of the animals are limited, the animals are expensive to purchase, and they
require complex husbandry. As a result, investigators cannot afford to obtain enough of
these mice for their research. Researchers need the available animal models to be
inexpensive and made available as early in their development as possible. Researchers also
need a central facility with several dissemination sites. However, investigators need to share
the models they develop while they maintain their ability to publish their findings in highquality journals. To achieve these goals, it would be necessary to:
•
•

•

Explore improvements to the Tc1 model. One strategy might be to attach an intact
human chromosome 21 to a mouse chromosome, which should result in more stable
retention of the human chromosome, making the model much more powerful.
Establish a mouse “core” to create the models needed for today’s research and to also
predict what mouse strains and reagents researchers are likely to need in the near future.
The cores could be useful for moving from genotype to phenotype and for helping to
determine the involvement of a specific gene in specific phenotypes. Increase the number
of animal models and make them available (currently under a contract mechanism).
Find ways to reduce the cost of animal models to NIH-funded investigators.

2. Develop other new model systems and improve existing models, such as:
•
•
•

Develop new model systems at organismal and cellular level to study aspects of Down
syndrome.
Add other organs (in addition to brains) as model systems.
Deploy studies in additional organisms such as C. elegans and Drosophila that involve
perturbation of individual chromosome 21 genes, and study the effects on the
differentiation and maturation of individual neurons and synapses.

3. Develop a coherent program of analysis. The genetic heritage of people with Down
syndrome has a great deal to teach about the health of everyone. Researchers should be
encouraged to analyze genetic modifiers to show how they contribute to the many
phenotypes in Down syndrome and the rest of the population. Once researchers identify a
region of chromosome 21 for further study and a mouse model is available, they can ask
similar questions when using single-gene models.
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Medium-term Objectives
1. Convene a meeting of the NIH leadership (or their representatives) from the Institutes and
Centers involved in the NIH Down Syndrome Working Group to discuss the best
mechanisms to use in fostering cross-disciplinary, collaborative, and clinical research on
Down syndrome, in addition to the work already being supported. To inform this discussion,
the Working Group should review ongoing international collaborative efforts relating to
research on Down syndrome. Further, the Working Group should follow up with more
specific discussions about cost, duplication, infrastructure, and training; whether to focus on
basic, translational, or clinical research; and what specific avenues of inquiry to follow.
2. Consider ways to include participants with Down syndrome in NIH-funded clinical trials.
NIH should review existing infrastructure, such as the Clinical and Translational Science
Awards or the National Children’s Study, for possible inclusion of this population. NIH
program scientists who write Funding Opportunity Announcements could also consider
including, where relevant, individuals with Down syndrome. Some examples of possible
opportunities for research studies involving individuals with Down syndrome are:
•
•
•

The impact of novel medications on cognitive enhancement, daily function, or behavioral
disorders.
Appropriate interventions for congenital heart disease and obstructive sleep apnea.
Therapies used for individuals with Alzheimer disease.

3. To enhance enrollment of individuals with Down syndrome, consider using telemedicine to
screen and enroll subjects at distant sites. (Completion of a feasibility study using
telemedicine to diagnose dementia in Down syndrome enabled researchers to obtain funding
to continue testing the reliability of this method.)
4. Establish a centralized brain, cell, tissue, DNA, RNA bank; correlate the nature and
severity of cognitive deficits and age of onset and severity of dementia. (Currently, the
NICHD maintains a multi-disease bank of brain and other tissue that has some Down
syndrome fetal material, but the demand for tissues far outweighs availability. The major
challenges are to obtain permission to collect samples and to obtain tissue prepared
appropriately.)
5. Support database development. Determine what databases currently exist (including those
already developed for other conditions, and in development internationally), and whether
potential collaborations might be feasible; involve National Library of Medicine in the
development of any new databases.
6. Establish or expand training programs for clinician/scientists in research relevant to Down
syndrome. Such training is critical for moving any research plan for Down syndrome into
the future.
7. Assist researchers in assembling demographically representative samples, to better allow
scientists to determine which findings they can generalize to a larger population of people
with Down syndrome in the United States, especially across their lifespans.
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8. Establish a regular collaboration between the NIH and the larger community of parent
groups and researchers. The NIH Down Syndrome Working Group should continue to meet
periodically with outside groups to share progress on research and hear about pressing
concerns facing families. These meetings could help the community better understand how
Down syndrome research is supported across the NIH. These meetings could also serve as a
sounding board for current research issues, such as the best ways to recruit participants, and
to better understand the evolving needs of families and individuals with Down syndrome.
9. Support a scientific meeting to highlight and assess best practices in the use of tests clinical
researchers currently use at different developmental stages.
Long-term Objectives
1. Continue to include cohorts of people with Down syndrome in appropriate longitudinal and
cross-sectional studies, e.g. a longitudinal cohort study of children with Down syndrome
with and without congenital heart disease. Investigators could study the cohort in utero and
follow-up using structural and neural imaging.
2. To ensure applicability of research findings to all segments of the population, expand
outreach efforts to recruit individuals who have Down syndrome and who are members of
racial and ethnic minorities for clinical trials. (Lack of a diverse sample of research
participants has hampered research efforts. In part, this dearth may occur because Caucasian
people with Down syndrome live until their 50s and 60s, but those of other races die
younger. In addition, although some parents are hesitant to involve their children in
longitudinal clinical trials, others are eager to participate in research, in part, because the
types of information and resources offered to parents vary widely across the United States.)

IMPLEMENTATION OF RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

This plan, The NIH Research Plan for Down Syndrome, was developed by the NIH Down
Syndrome Working Group with a significant amount of input from the scientific community
outside of the NIH, as well as key organizations that represent researchers involved in this area
and individuals with Down syndrome and their families. The research plan is intended to
provide the NIH, and its member Institutes and Centers, with guidelines for prioritizing and
coordinating future research related to Down syndrome, whether basic, translational, or clinical,
and whether funded by one Institute or several. The plan will also help to communicate NIH’s
priorities for research related to Down syndrome to the wider scientific community, hopefully
encouraging the submission of a new slate of investigator-initiated applications. As funding
permits, the NIH Down Syndrome Working Group intends to work cooperatively on new
Funding Opportunity Announcements that will begin to implement the research objectives
described in the plan.
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Many individuals with Down syndrome are living longer and becoming more integrated into
schools and the workforce. Consequently, the research related to new health issues, including
those related to cognition and learning, needs to be addressed by a wider range of federal
agencies and programs, making coordination both more challenging and more appropriate. At
the same time, the clear need for research and programs for people with Down syndrome and
their families, and the limitations on human and fiscal resources, require that each agency focus
on its particular types of expertise without unnecessary duplication. The NIH Down Syndrome
Working Group hopes to serve in a coordinating role for the NIH in working with other agencies
and the patient/family advocacy organizations, possibly collaborating with them on future
research endeavors.
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APPENDIX B: CONGRESSIONAL DIRECTIVES, FISCAL YEAR 2007

The House and Senate Appropriations Committees, in their committee reports for Labor-HHSEducation for fiscal year 2007, included the following language on Down syndrome in the NIH
portions of the reports.

HOUSE (REPT. 109-515)
Office of the NIH Director
Down Syndrome—The Committee encourages the Director to establish an NIH Down syndrome
research task force on cognition to develop a strategic plan for genetic and neurobiological
research relating to the cognitive dysfunction and the progressive late-life dementia associated
with Down syndrome. The purpose of the strategic plan is to provide a guide for coordinating
Down syndrome research on cognition across NIH and for enhancing the development of new
research efforts based on identification of areas of greatest scientific opportunity, especially as
they relate to the development of future treatments. The plan should include short, intermediate
and long-term goals for basic and clinical research with strategies for achieving goals and with
specified time frames for implementation.
NINDS
Down Syndrome—As a follow-up to its successful Down syndrome workshop to address
research priorities relating to the synaptic structure and function of neuronal circuits, NINDS is
encouraged to issue program announcements related to its workshop findings. Specifically, the
Committee encourages NINDS to support investigations relating to the genetic and cellular basis
for abnormalities in the structure and function of neuronal circuits in both developing and mature
nervous systems. NINDS is also encouraged to work with the Office of the Director, OPASI
[Office of Portfolio Analysis and Strategic Initiatives], and other Institutes to develop a strategic
plan for Down syndrome research and to coordinate all Down syndrome research within NIH. In
anticipation of future clinical trials that will seek to measure accurately cognitive improvement
in individuals with Down syndrome, the Committee further encourages NINDS to develop better
measurement standards and a common data base that can be used generally for such trials.
NICHD
Down Syndrome—NICHD is encouraged to partner with NINDS and other agencies to define
additional mouse models needed to link important structural and functional abnormalities that
underlie cognitive difficulties to the actions of specific genes and gene pathways.
NIA
Down Syndrome—The Committee commends NIA for its support of studies to examine the
cellular, molecular, and genetic bases for age-related neuropathological and cognitive
abnormalities in people with Down syndrome. The Committee encourages NIA to further
examine these abnormalities and to devise new methods for diagnosing and treating them. Given
that all people with Down syndrome develop the neuropathological changes of Alzheimer
disease, and that many or most go on to suffer dementia, NIA is further encouraged to consider
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how studies of the Down syndrome population might enhance the ability to understand, diagnose
and treat Alzheimer disease.
NIMH
Down Syndrome—The Committee encourages NIMH to develop new strategies for cataloging,
understanding, diagnosing, and treating behavioral disorders that are common in people with
Down syndrome, including autism, pervasive developmental disorder, obsessive compulsive
disorder, depression, and psychosis. The Committee encourages NIMH to coordinate its
research on Down syndrome with NICHD, NINDS, NIA, and other Institutes.

SENATE (REPT. 109-287)
Office of the NIH Director
Down Syndrome—The Committee urges the Director of NIH to establish an NIH Down
syndrome research task force on cognition to develop a strategic plan for genetic and
neurobiological research relating to the cognitive dysfunction and the progressive late-life
dementia associated with Down syndrome. The purpose of the strategic plan is to provide a
guide for coordinating Down syndrome research on cognition across NIH and for enhancing the
development of new research efforts based on identification of areas of greatest scientific
opportunity, especially as they relate to the development of future treatments. The plan should
include short-, intermediate- and long-term goals for basic and clinical research with strategies
for achieving goals and with specified time frames for implementation.
NINDS
Down Syndrome—As a follow-up to its successful Down syndrome workshop to address
research priorities relating to the synaptic structure and function of neuronal circuits, NINDS is
strongly encouraged to issue special program announcements related to its workshop findings.
Specifically, the Committee encourages NINDS to identify and fund investigations relating to
the genetic and cellular basis for abnormalities in the structure and function of neuronal circuits
in both the developing and mature nervous systems. NINDS is also encouraged to work with the
Office of the Director, OPASI, and the other Institutes to develop a strategic plan for Down
syndrome research and to coordinate all Down syndrome research within NIH. In anticipation of
future clinical trials that will seek to accurately measure cognitive improvement in individuals
with Down syndrome, the Committee further encourages NINDS to begin to develop better
measurement standards and a common database that can be used generally for such trials.
NICHD
Down Syndrome—NICHD is encouraged to partner with NINDS and other agencies to define
additional mouse models needed to link important structural and functional abnormalities that
underlie cognitive difficulties to the actions of specific genes and gene pathways. The
Committee also encourages NICHD to work with the Office of the Director, OPASI, and the
other Institutes to develop a strategic plan for Down syndrome research and to coordinate its
research within NIH.
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NIA
Down Syndrome—The Committee commends NIA for its support of studies to examine the
cellular, molecular, and genetic bases for age-related neuropathological and cognitive
abnormalities in people with Down syndrome. It encourages NIA to further examine these
abnormalities and to devise new methods for diagnosing and treating them. Given that all people
with Down syndrome develop the neuropathological changes of Alzheimer disease, and that
many or most go on to suffer dementia, NIA is encouraged to consider how studies of the Down
syndrome population might enhance the ability to understand, diagnose and treat Alzheimer
disease. The Committee encourages NIA to coordinate its research with NICHD, NINDS,
NIMH, and other Institutes.
NIMH
Down Syndrome—The Committee encourages NIMH to develop new strategies for cataloging,
understanding, diagnosing, and treating behavioral disorders that are common in people with
Down syndrome. They include autism, pervasive developmental disorder, obsessive compulsive
disorder, depression, and psychosis. The Committee urges NIMH to coordinate its research on
Down syndrome with NICHD, NINDS, NIA, and other Institutes.
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APPENDIX C: MEETINGS AND CONSULTATIONS

The NIH Down Syndrome Working Group considered (but did not necessarily adopt)
information from and suggestions made during the following meetings and consultations in
drafting this research plan. Summaries from these meetings are included here for reference only.

WORKSHOP ON THE BIOLOGY OF CHROMOSOME 21 GENES: TOWARD THE GENE-PHENOTYPE
CORRELATIONS IN DOWN SYNDROME, SEPTEMBER 2007
Dr. Katheleen Gardiner, the workshop organizer, welcomed the participants. She reminded the
participants that three years had passed since the first expert workshop and that much has
changed in the field of Down syndrome research internationally during that time.
Dr. Gardiner then provided an overview of the genes on human chromosome 21 (Hsa21). She
presented a detailed description of the current state of knowledge of the 530 genes currently in
the catalog for Hsa21, the level of their conservation among humans and mice, whether they
encode microRNAs or functional RNAs, and their expected roles in various metabolic pathways.
She summarized the current state of mouse models involving partial trisomies, their gene
composition, and progress in creating models of triplication involving more of the genes
triplicated in most humans with Down syndrome. Not only have investigators made progress
identifying networks of interaction among genes, but investigators also recently identified
polymorphisms that occur in genes located on Hsa21 that may have a substantial impact on
comorbidities associated with Down syndrome, including dementia.
Dr. Dieressen then provided an overview of the Down syndrome phenotype, indicating that
although John Langdon Down published his Observations of the Ethnic Classification of Idiots
in 1866, Jean Étienne Esquirol authored the first attributable description of the condition in 1838.
She alluded to the tremendous variability in both the phenotype that occurs and in the severity of
the various aspects of the phenotypic spectrum. She described changes that occur in many organ
systems as a result of Down syndrome and common effects on behavioral function. Dr.
Dieressen also reviewed the structural changes in brain anatomy and physiology that may
underlie these functional characteristics, emphasizing that changes in brain anatomy were not
uniform, and that particular regions of the brain were particularly vulnerable developmentally in
the trisomic state. Such changes may reflect alterations in the proliferation and survival of
specific cell populations within those affected regions. Finally, she reminded the group that the
postnatal environment during the first six months of life is very important, and that
environmental enrichment during this critical period may have important and long-lasting effects
on future cognitive function.
The first session, Pathways and Processes I, featured four presentations:
•
•

The first focused on two OLIG genes, OLIG1 and OLIG2, that control the development
and maturation of not only oligodendrocytes, but also neurons.
The next two presentations summarized studies of interactions involving the gene,
Intersectin, with other genes, and its involvement not only in signal transduction and
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•

endocytosis, but also its role in cell death and dendritic spine development, particularly
spine elongation.
The last presentation summarized studies of the interaction of the amyloid precursor
protein fragment, Abeta, and its role in actin polymerization with Rac1/CDC42 Rho
GPTases and Tiam1.

The second session, Mouse Models I: Segmental Trisomies, featured nine presentations. These
presentations described newly developed mouse models relevant to the study of Down
syndrome. Many of the presentations focused on comparative cellular and behavioral
characteristics of these mice, their similarities to current models and importantly, their
differences.
• The first discussed was the Tc1 mouse, which contains an entire Hsa21, as an
independent genetic unit (episome); these mice have some important differences in their
phenotype.
• The second discussed the creation of mice trisomic for genes present on Hsa21, but
located on other mouse chromosomes, Mmu17 and Mmu10; these mice have fewer of the
features associated with previous mouse models.
• The third presentation discussed creation of a partially trisomic mouse, which contains
the entire region of Mmu16 that is present on Hsa21; these mice have many peripheral
features common to Down syndrome, including malformations of the cardiovascular and
gastrointestinal systems. Unusual among partial trisomies in the mouse, these mice are
viable and fertile on an inbred genetic background.
• The fourth discussed creation of partially trisomic mice using human artificial
chromosomes engineered into mouse embryonic stem-cell lines; although the insertion is
an episome, it is transmitted to each cell, unlike Tc1.
• The next three presentations focused on structural characteristics in partially trisomic
mice, including those that have additional gene alterations, which permit examination of
the role of specific genes on Mmu16 in cardiovascular and craniofacial development and
in tumor repression. The results of these studies indicate that a number of effects on
craniofacial and cardiovascular development associate with effects on neural crest-cell
populations. Further, some males with Ts65Dn are fertile, making this model potentially
more accessible to researchers as a whole. At least one gene, Ets2, plays an important
role in solid tumor repression, and its dosage significantly affects tumor formation in both
Ts65Dn and Ts1Cje mice.
• The next two presentations focused on hippocampal function.
o The first discussed the role of Girk2 in dysfunctional hippocampal inhibition.
o The second discussed the role of the App gene in axonal transport of trophic factors
on cholinergic neuron survival in the central nervous system, and on pain and
temperature perception in the peripheral nervous system.
The third session, Expression and Variation Symposium, also featured nine presentations.
• Three presentations focused on comparative studies of RNA transcript levels and protein
levels in a variety of tissues and cell lines derived from Down syndrome individuals.
o One found that elevated protein levels did not accompany elevated RNA levels.
o The second found variable, sometimes highly variable, levels of expression in blood
cell lines with compensation occurring for more than half the genes studied.
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The third focused on studies of blood and skin cell lines; here dosage-sensitive
overlapping genes may contribute to constant features of the phenotype, while
partially overlapping genes contribute to more variable features.
Three presentations focused discussion on studies of recombinant inbred mice and
partially trisomic mice.
o The first discussed direct comparison of each of the recombinant inbred mouse lines
derived from one genetic inbred strain combination. Although a few genes were
coordinately regulated, others correlated highly with specific cellular functions, like
mitochondrial genes.
o The second discussed similar studies of gene expression in Ts65Dn mice, in which
broad variation occurred among individual mice and among brain regions. While
specific gene expression was variable, some genes were under tight regulation in
specific regions.
o The third discussed structural changes to the cerebellum of the Ts1Cj mouse, in which
only male mice are affected by changes in cerebellar volume and cell number.
Further, a major gene dosage effect for only a few shared and differentially expressed
genes may account for many of the cellular effects observed.
Two presentations focused on studies of humans with partial trisomy 21.
o The first described a new algorithm that allows resolution of breakpoints at the level
of at least an exon and recording of actual copy number in high resolution
comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) studies.
o The second discussed a new customized Hsa21 CGH array that improves resolution
significantly (at the gene level) over that of the current whole genome array.
The last speaker, who was unable to attend, was to discuss genetic linkage between
gastrointestinal phenotypes and leukemias in humans with partial trisomy 21.

The fourth session, Chromosome 21 Gene Function, featured nine presentations, including a
number of “lightning” presentations derived from selected posters.
• Four presentations focused on studies of RCAN1 (ADAPT78/DSCR1) and other genes in
the Down Syndrome Critical Region.
o The first discussed the often antagonistic effects of different isoforms of DSCR1 on
cell stress, skeletal and cardiac muscle, and angiogenesis; these effects are mediated
through effects on the calcineurin-NFAT pathways.
o The second discussed the creation of transgenic mice, which overexpress human
RCAN1 under the control of a neuron-specific enolase promoter and described the
resulting altered behavior. Disruption of vascular development and tone in mice
transgenic for RCAN1 in all tissues led to prenatal lethality due to hemorrhage, while
knockout mice exhibited altered nitric oxide production.
o The third discussed the essential role of the Down Syndrome Cell Adhesion
Molecule, DSCAM, a homophilic cell-adhesion molecule, in commissural axon
guidance.
o The fourth discussed the role of Dyrk1A overexpression in cognitive abnormalities;
here premature exit of progenitors from the expansive phase of the cell cycle results
in generation of fewer neurons.
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Another presentation discussed ectopic expression of the Autoimmune RegulatorExpressing (AIRE) gene in transformed thymic epithelia cells in culture and its role in
cell adhesion and apoptosis.
One presentation discussed the role of the mammalian Mre11 complex in the genesis of
aneuploidy. Aneuploidy is normally a rare event in mice, but mutations in Mre11
significantly alter homologous recombination in a sex-dependent manner by causing
premature separation of chromosomes and random segregation
Two presentations discussed microRNAs encoded on Hsa21:
o The first identified the microRNAs shared on Hsa21 and Mmu16 and discussed how
the study of available partially trisomic mouse models could facilitate elucidation of
the role of specific mRNAs in the control of translation.
o The second focused on one specific microRNA, has-miR-155, and its role in vascular
blood pressure through interaction with the gene AGTR; here polymorphisms of a
specific nucleotide are associated with hypertension, and overexpression lowers blood
pressure.
The final presentation compared ENCODE, which focuses on all functional elements in
1 percent of the human genome with GENCODE, which focuses on all coding genes.
ENCODE enables isolation of novel exons that show some conservation in the
mammalian lineage. Further, 40 percent of tandem genes produce chimeric transcripts
that may be functional, an unexpected finding.

The fifth session, Analysis of Protein Expression, featured three presentations:
• The first outlined the increasing use of bioinformatics analysis of genomic and proteomic
databases to determine the roles of gene in nervous system function, and how selective
depletion of common components of sera can generate completely different constellations
of proteins for study.
• The second focused on using MALDI MS to detect expression of PEP-19 in tissue
section of mouse brain; the effects of treatment of striatum with specific neurotoxic
drugs; and comparison resulting profiles with the SwePep database for bioactive, partially
bioactive, and uncharacterized peptides.
• The third focused on models of traumatic brain injury and methods available to assay
subsets of differentially expressed proteins, proteins undergoing proteolytic truncation or
fragmentation, and interactive protein pathways.
The sixth session, Pathways and Processes II, also featured three presentations related to the
calcineurin pathway.
• The first discussed the interaction of DSCR1/RCAN1/MCIP1 expression with circadian
clock-gene expression in several peripheral tissues and the suprachiasmatic nucleus, and
its additional effect on innate circadian day length, and the use of CreSCN-specific
transgenic mice to further elucidate the role of calcineurin in this process.
• The second discussed how expression of Dyrk1a affects phosphorylation to regulate
endocytic protein interactions, and how synaptic activity may alter binding with the
participation of calcium/calcineurin and ionotropic glutamate receptors.
• The third described characteristics of lines of transgenic mice harboring mutations in
NFATc transcription factors and their similarities to partially trisomic mice and mice that
overexpress Dyrk1a and Dscr1.
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The seventh session, Mouse Models II – Single Genes, featured eight presentations:
• Three presentations related to single genes in the calcineurin pathway. The first related
increased phosphorylation of APP and Tau in BAC transgenic mice expressing
hDYRK1A in elevated levels of beta-amyloid and learning deficits. The second compared
RCAN1 and Rcan1 null transgenic mice with respect to retrograde transport, hippocampal
volume, cell size, and dendritic spine number, and behavioral performance. The third
related mice lacking Mcip1 expression to mice overexpressing calcineurin with respect to
behavior and electrophysiological characteristics. Generation of conditional transgenics
selectively targeting pyramidal neurons in forebrain and specific hippocampal regions
should allow further study of alternations in the calcineurin pathway.
• Two presentations discussed the role of specific genes in endocytotic pathway function.
The first related the role of Intersectin (ITSN1) in cholinergic neuron survival and trophic
transport in ITSN1 null mice, alterations that also affect endocytotic pathways in their
chromaffin cells. The second studied both Ts65Dn mice and mice overexpressing
synaptojanin 1 (Synj1), a lipid phosphatase and found increased phosphatase activity
correlated with behavioral learning deficits.
• Three presentations related derivatives of ectoderm and neural crest cells in peripheral
tissues, and neurons. The first discussed overexpression of PCP4 (PEP19) in mice with
either the mouse or human gene. Overexpression led to precocious cell differentiation in
a cell line and altered dendritic branching in the brain. The second discussed changes
that take place in the skin of mice transgenic for hSOD1 and hAPP, as well as Ts1Cje
mice; changes that may result from significant changes in detoxification enzymes as a
result of oxidative stress. The third discussed the use of mutagenesis screens to detect
novel loci that affect neural crest development in mice.
The eighth session, Pathways and Processes III, featured three presentations that related
oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction:
• The first discussed the myriad of structural and functional effects that changes in
mitochondrial structure and function have in the nervous system. Study of Neurospheres,
blood cell precursors, and fetal pancreatic cells all revealed reduced proliferation.
Although treatment with creatine rescued the phenotype, it did not restore function.
• The second discussed the frequent occurrence of a specific mutation, T414G, in the
somatic mitochondrial DNA control region in blood cells from individuals with dementia
due to Alzheimer disease or Down syndrome.
• The third discussed several Has 21 genes that are critical to the pathogenesis of both
Herpes and Coxsackie B viruses and the lethal vascular consequences to mice lacking the
receptor for the Coxsackie B receptor.
The ninth session, The Potential for Therapeutics, featured six presentations focused on
pharmacologic, dietary, and gene therapy interventions in mice, dogs, and humans.
• The first discussed the use of oral feeding of phenylenetetrazone to improve learning and
memory in Ts65Dn mice, an improvement that persisted for several months after drug
discontinuation.
• The second focused on the use of memantine to mimic the effects of calcineurin on the
learning behavior of Ts65Dn mice.
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The third used prenatal and postnatal dietary intervention with epigallocatechin gallate,
an ingredient of green tea, to reverse the effects of overexpression of Dyrk1a in YAC
transgenic mice. This intervention also improved expression of the neurotrophin, BDNF.
A fourth discussed targeting the interferon system with Normoferon during
embryogenesis, with dramatic improvement in transgenic and trisomic mice.
The fifth discussed the direct use of adenoassociated viral gene therapy using shRNA
injections into the striatum to improve behavior and motor performance of Dyrk1a
transgenic mice.
The final presentation presented the results of two antioxidant dietary studies, one in dogs
and one in humans, on progression of dementia. The discussion underscored the need for
consistent measures across study groups and the usefulness of telecommunications in
recruiting more subjects to clinical studies.

Group Discussion
Dr. Gardiner began the discussion by highlighting several immediate needs: moving from
animal to human studies; developing a clinical network; and moving animal experimentation to
therapies. The research community needs standardized evaluation to screen compounds. The
community needs to relate tests in animals to tests in humans, after repeating experiments done
in one model in several laboratories and then in several different models. The community needs
to promote available models and to share what investigators did to get their results, so that others
can replicate them. The current status of animal availability and limited sources for distribution
hampers efforts of the research community. Recently, directors of various Down syndrome
clinics in the United States formed a Down Syndrome Interest Group that meets annually to
develop a strategy to create a centralized database and facilitate data sharing, possibly by
combining samples into a central repository for access by interested investigators.
Others in the audience emphasized the need for resources and clinical trials networks. Some felt
that researchers needed to go into the community to “set the record straight” about the current
status of Down syndrome research and, importantly, about the need for the alternative medicine
clinical trials, which some proposed for use by individuals with Down syndrome based on
anecdotal evidence. Others emphasized the importance of medical compliance because even
available medications are useless if they are not taken. Further, in individuals who live
independent from family or in a structured living environment, as many as one in three may miss
their medications routinely.
The research community needs to agree on a set of common tests to apply to the various mouse
models in a consistent manner. A panel of tests that would differentiate hippocampal function
from prefrontal cortex function would be very useful. There is also need for a panel of
neurocognitive tests investigators can use across laboratories. When investigators collect clinical
samples, a central storage facility would make the samples easily available to future researchers.
In Europe, a consortium of researchers have come to consensus concerning behavioral tests to
apply, brain regions to collect, and storage of samples and data in a common repository.
Because a carefully defined natural history of cognitive development in Down syndrome is
lacking, it is difficult to develop testing tools that probe the cognitive strengths and weaknesses
of Down syndrome individuals adequately. The research community needs to create that body of
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data and might consider evaluation of the standard tests developed by Nadel to determine the
abilities and the variability among individuals with Down syndrome and within these individuals
over time. The research community needs to develop robust measures.
Parents in the audience pointed out that the school systems, through the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), annually gave cognitive tests to students. Better
communication between the lay public and the research communities would facilitate exchange
of information between the groups and the formation of a workforce partnership. The parents
present emphasized the need for improved performance for their children, not for more funding
of prenatal and newborn screening. They needed therapeutic interventions, not diagnostics.
Dr. Oster-Granite from the NICHD made a presentation on the current status of the NIH Down
Syndrome Working Group and its efforts and provided information concerning the sources of
recommendations from various meetings, panels of experts, and various advocacy groups. She
added that the draft of a research plan mandated by Congress would be available for public
comment in the imminent future. She requested that members of the audience read the report
and provide their comments as soon as possible.
The issue of the number and availability of antibodies for research studies prompted Dr. Riddle
from the NINDS to explain that NINDS and NIMH currently fund a project at the University of
California, Davis, to produce monoclonal antibodies for nervous system specific genes.
Investigators in the Down syndrome research community could make use of this service to
generate antibodies for each of the genes on Hsa21. A current NIH Blueprint for Neuroscience
Research solicitation may be of interest as well.
Because Down syndrome is an international condition, one individual suggested that perhaps an
international consortium could adopt international models, and that the United States might
benefit from the model created by the European Union. Others pointed out that comparisons are
often difficult because the various mouse models exist on different genetic backgrounds to
enable reproduction.
Posters
The following posters received formal platform presentations at the meeting:
• Human MicroRNA-155 on Chromosome 21 Differentially Interacts with Its Polymorphic
Target in the AFTR1 3’ Untranslated Region: A Mechanism for Functional SingleNucleotide Polymorphisms Related to Phenotypes
• Trisomy 21 Murine Models and Skin Pathologies
• The Mammalian Mre11 Complex Plays an Important Role in Homologous
Recombination
• The Involvement of RCAN1 (ADAPT78/DSCR1) in Down Syndrome
• PCP4 (PEP19) Overexpression: Consequences of One Additional Gene Copy on
Neuronal Differentiation in in vitro and in vivo Models of Down Syndrome
• SYNJ1-Linked PtdIns(4,5)P2 Dyshomeostasis and Cognitive Deficits in Mouse Models of
Down Syndrome
• Elucidating the Role of RCAN1/DSCR1 in Brain Development and Function
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Altered Mitochondrial Function and Secretory Defects in Down Syndrome Pancreatic
Precursor Cells
Production of Novel Down Syndrome Mouse Model Using Human Artificial Chromosome
(HAC)
Vesicle Trafficking and BFCN: Abnormalities in ITSN1 Null Mice
Characterization of an Aneuploid Mouse with a Human Chromosome that Models Down
Syndrome
Overexpression of Dyrk1A Affects Proliferation and Differentiation of Neural Progenitor
Cells

The following posters provided additional information not discussed by the participants in oral
presentations.
• AnEUploidy: Understanding Gene Dosage Imbalance in Human Health. The overall
goal of this integrated project involving 17 laboratories in 19 European countries is to
understand the molecular mechanisms of gene dosage imbalance in human health, using
genetics, functional genomics, and systems biology.
• The authors of Mapping of Small RNAs in the Human Encode Regions (Including
Chromosome 21) described the mapping of size fractionated RNAs, particularly small
RNA fragments, by forward and reverse ENCODE high-density resolution tiling arrays.
• The authors of Sprouty2 Inhibitory Activity on FGF-Signaling is Modulated by the
Protein Kinase DYRK1A described the interaction of DYRK1A and Sprouty2, whose
coexpression in appropriate neuronal populations affects the FGF-MAPK pathway close
to early activation events to ensure appropriate neuronal cell response to growth factors.
• The authors of Dyrk1A is Involved in Neuronal Survival during Development of the
Central Nervous System found that Dyrk1A +/- mice exhibit a significant reduction in
brain size and in the numbers of retinal ganglion and mesencephalic dopaminergic
neurons, but not serotoninergic neurons. Increased apoptosis accounts for the cell
number change, since the numbers of neurons generated is the same at midgestation.
• The authors of Spatial Learning Impairment in Mice Haploinsufficient for the Dual
Specificity Tyrosine-Regulated Kinase-1A (Dyrk1A) describe the use of the Morris water
maze to test both hippocampal-dependent and hippocampal-independent learning and
memory, as well as a swim test, and a test of floating behavior in water at two different
temperatures to study cognitive function and stress coping behavior in Dyrk1A+/- mice.
They found significant impairment in spatial learning-hippocampal dependent memory
task, increased sensitivity to aversive conditions, and increased hypothermia-induced
floating behavior.
• The authors of Down Syndrome Mouse Models and the Response to the NMDA
Antagonist MK801 describe studies in both Ts65Dn and Ts1Cje mice treated with
MK801. They found treatment dependent abnormalities in activation and/or localization
of critical pathway components, including pAkt, pErk1/2, and pGSK3B, plus the
transcription factor Elk, and proteins TIAM1 and DYRK1A. Treatment affects basal
levels of protein activity and dynamics of responses to stimuli. .
• The authors of The Potential Involvement of RCAN1 (ADAPT78/DSCR1)-Mediated
Vasoregulation in Down Syndrome describe the basis for the mesenteric artery
vasoconstriction observed in Rcan1 knockout mice, elevated nitric oxide through
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inhibition of calcineurin. The use of L-NAME, a NOS inhibitor, produces a similar
effect, altering blood flow and blood vessel development.
The authors of Analysis of CBS Expression in Transgenic Mice for the Human CBS
(Cystathionine Beta Synthase) Gene describe studies of mice who express only the
human CBS gene. They found decreased levels of homocysteine, but increased levels of
hydrogen sulfide. They examined CBS expression in several brain regions and in the
liver. Concomitant with increased expression, they found a 30-percent increase in
enzyme levels. In these mice, the human gene under its own promoter does not follow
same expression as mouse gene.
The authors of Alzheimer Disease-Like Pathology in a Murine Model Overexpressing
Dyrk1A, a Gene Involved in Down Syndrome describe their studies of aged (22 month to
25 month) versus adult (6 month to 8 month) Dyrk1A overexpressing mice. They found
an age associated impairment in recent memory that involved the cholinergic system.
The authors of A Humanized Mouse Model for the Reduced Folate Carrier produced
TghRFC1 mice and humanized mice with mRFC inactivated. They found that specificity
of expression closely resembles that observed in human tissues.
The authors of RCAN1 Increases Neuronal Susceptibility to Oxidative Stress: A
Potential Pathogenic Process in Neurodegeneration found RCAN was sensitive to
oxidative stress in cerebellar granule cells. In Rcan1 -/- mice, the authors observed an
increased resistance to hydrogen peroxide that they could reverse by using inhibitors of
calcineurin.
The authors of a Role of Oxidative Stress in CREB Dysregulation in Ts65Dn Mouse
Brain describe a significant decrease in CREB-mediated transcription of BDNF in
Ts65Dn mouse brain. They found that overexpression CREB decreased neuronal
apoptosis. They observed that, at eight months, Ts65Dn mice exhibited significantly
decreased phosphorylated CREB in the hippocampus, but increased levels in cerebellum.
This finding coincided with increased levels of GFAP in the hippocampus, but not in the
cerebellum.
The authors of The Effects of Ets2 on the Craniofacial Skeleton in Down Syndrome
describe differences in skull development in Ts65DnEts2+/- mice. Although they found
that effects in both mesoderm-derived and neural crest-derived skeletal elements in
Ts65Dn mice and in Ts65DnEts2+/- mice, the effects in Ts65DnEts2+/- mice were
significantly different for neural crest-derived skeletal elements.
The authors of Cellular and Molecular “Common Denominators” to Down Syndrome
Phenotypes describe the use of cultures of pharyngeal arch 1 to examine the role of Sonic
hedgehog (Shh) expression on cell proliferation. They found, as they had previously
observed in the cerebellum and skull of Ts65Dn mice, reduced cellular proliferation of
the mandibular anlagen. Treatment of the cultures with Shh overcame deficits in cell
proliferation, providing direct evidence that Down syndrome is a neurocrestopathy.
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MEETING ON FACTORS THAT AFFECT COGNITIVE FUNCTION IN DOWN SYNDROME
THROUGHOUT THE LIFESPAN, JULY 2007
Sponsored by the NICHD on behalf of the NIH Down Syndrome Working Group, the meeting
gathered researchers and other experts from around the country (including representatives from
key federal agencies and national organizations that focus on Down syndrome) to discuss
Factors that Affect Cognitive Function in Down Syndrome Throughout the Lifespan. As stated
during opening comments, the purpose of the meeting was to gather input and recommendations
from the scientific field on various aspects of research relating to Down syndrome, in preparation
for development of the research plan by NIH.
Two opening presentations set the stage for more specific discussions of recommendations for
research goals. Dr. Marilyn Field provided an overview of a new report (April 2007) from the
Institute of Medicine, The Future of Disability in America, which took a broad look at what
progress has been made in understanding disability, its causes, and ways to prevent its onset or
progression. The report included a particular focus on aging with a disability and transitions
from pediatric to adult health care, both issues of concern for individuals with Down syndrome
and their families. Dr. Charles Epstein provided an historical perspective on research during the
past 160 years relevant to Down syndrome; he also described the basic phenotype of people with
Down syndrome, and its variability. He touched upon aging and genetic issues as emerging
topics for research.
Each speaker at the meeting was asked to include their recommendations for future research
needs in their particular areas of expertise. The first group of experts discussed research
directions and needs for the areas of genomics and proteomics. Although a large number of
proteomic approaches are available to help identify what proteins may be changing, several
presenters highlighted the need for scientists to better understand how mice differ from humans;
they noted that these differences must be elucidated to determine which research questions can
be answered using Down syndrome mouse models, and which require human subjects.
Similarly, a fundamental issue in using mouse models was the need to determine which genetic
situations in mice were analogous to those in humans. Even though the Tc1 mouse model
contains a nearly intact copy of human chromosome 21, some gaps still exist. Current research
aims to identify gene clusters in individuals with Down syndrome that may account for the
variations. Other research is progressing with a focus on the neurotrophic factor (NTF)
hypothesis and its application to Down syndrome research; the hypothesis states that targetdriven NTFs are required for the survival and differentiation of neurons. Further research is
needed on NTF signals to see if any signaling defect in Down syndrome can be detected. During
the discussion that followed, the group generally seemed to agree that while a great deal of
research effort has focused on developing and refining models relevant to Down syndrome, the
availability and cost of obtaining these models has prevented the field from advancing as quickly
as might be possible. In addition, discussants noted that the field needs a coherent mouse model
analysis program that would permit the development of a battery of standardized behaviors.
The presentations on the subject of medical issues that affect cognitive function in children and
adolescents with Down syndrome focused on changes in development and cognitive function as
children grow into adulthood, and on comorbidities; at least half of all children with Down
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syndrome have a comorbid condition. A number of these conditions, including congenital heart
disease, hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy, seizure disorders, psychiatric or neurobehavioral
problems, sleep apnea and other sleep disturbances, hearing loss, and childhood leukemias, may
affect cognition and, in turn, affect treatment. Outcomes are also not uniform; some research
shows that when children with a genetic disorder have heart surgery, they have much poorer
neurodevelopmental outcomes than children without such disorders.
A range of behavioral and psychosocial factors affect cognitive function throughout the lifespan
of a person with Down syndrome. Early behavioral interventions are being tested to improve
quality of life for these individuals and their families, not to cure the intellectual disability of
Down syndrome itself, but to increase skills and functional levels. The benefits of certain
compensatory strategies, such as language interventions that assist in processing linguistic input,
must be tested more thoroughly, and more should be identified. Concerning families’ reactions
to family members who have Down syndrome, researchers have begun to recognize that not all
the effects of having a child with disabilities are negative; parents and siblings of children with
Down syndrome often report experiencing less stress than families of children with other
disabilities. At the same time, more work is needed, including efforts in the areas of the
demographics of families of children with Down syndrome, family reactions to a child’s personal
characteristics, and measuring other real-world outcomes for the family, such as stress. Because
children with Down syndrome live longer lives, presenters recommended more research on the
intergenerational transmission of caregiving responsibilities. Along those lines, another
presenter noted that the aging process might have an accelerated impact on cognition in Down
syndrome and suggested longitudinal studies to address this and related issues.
Another portion of the program highlighted recent or ongoing animal and human clinical trials
related to Down syndrome. A national trial of antioxidants in beagle dogs explored the oxidative
stress hypothesis, showing a sustained improvement in cognitive function and several biomarkers
for oxidative stress, particularly when combined with environmental enrichment. A series of
clinical studies of NMDA-receptor antagonist in people with moderate to severe Alzheimer
disease showed that the drug produced a small increase in neurocognitive ability that warranted
further study. Vitamin E has also shown some promise in slowing deterioration. Another line of
work showed that women with Down syndrome, who experience menopause earlier than other
women, may receive a protective effect against dementia if they take hormone replacement
therapy. Statins are also being discussed to help people with Down syndrome, who usually have
higher cholesterol levels, decrease their risk of dementia. Presenters mentioned a number of
promising technologies that are on the horizon, including the use of the new Positron Emission
Tomography (PET) ligands and magnetic resonance spectroscopy to study neuron health, and a
range of treatments already being tested in the Alzheimer disease community.
Meeting participants broke into subgroups to consolidate and list their suggestions for how to
move the Down syndrome research and technology field forward. The Research Infrastructure
group recommended the establishment of a standing committee composed of NIH
representatives, extramural scientists, and community members to manage and guide the NIH
Down syndrome research portfolio, including oversight of a new mouse virtual core (to increase
availability of mouse models), validation of models for Down syndrome research, clinical trials,
and proteomics. The group added that the national Down syndrome organizations could be
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particularly helpful in encouraging participation in research, especially recruitment for clinical
trials, and in encouraging donation of tissues. The needs for a national registry/database, and a
champion within NIH to speak for Down syndrome research were also identified.
The Behavioral and Family Issues group noted that the most significant impacts on the
behavioral and cognitive profiles of people with Down syndrome have come from planned
interventions and policy changes. New research on interventions using the family, school, and
home environments was recommended, as was research on ways to enhance physical fitness. A
strong plea was made to focus research on people with Down syndrome and their families, as
opposed to only using this group as controls for research on other conditions. In addition,
researchers noted the need for cognitive, language, and behavior measures for use across the
lifespan because those appropriate for one stage of life are not appropriate for others.
The Medical Issues group led with the suggestion that the NIH develop pediatric Down
syndrome collaborative centers or networks to study the condition and its associated aspects.
These centers could conduct research, including longitudinal studies and clinical trials, offer
training, and develop new research tools. This last suggestion was echoed by the Clinical Trials
group, which noted the need for well-trained clinical trials specialists with experience in the
condition, and the need for mechanisms to screen new therapeutic agents for efficacy.

GATLINBURG CONFERENCE, MARCH 2007
(Note: This workshop report summarizes the presentations and discussions of research gaps
made during the workshop.)
The Gatlinburg Conference represents one of the premier conferences in the United States for
behavioral scientists conducting research in intellectual and related developmental disabilities.
The theme for the 2007 Conference was Down Syndrome: Genes, Brain, and Behavior.
Down syndrome is the leading genetic cause of intellectual disability. Moreover, research on
Down syndrome displays a level of “maturity” as regards the multidisciplinary approaches
investigators have developed to study the causal pathways from genes to behavior. These
approaches include animal models that investigators have phenotyped in considerable detail,
stem cells used to study the earliest stages of neural development at a cellular level, innovative
neuroimaging studies that have documented anatomical differences, psychometrically
sophisticated approaches to the measurement of behavior, behavioral change related to age and
in response to environmental variations, and epidemiological studies that have tracked changes
in prevalence and the societal conditions responsible for those changes. Investigators can use
Down syndrome as a model for planning investigations into less well-understood genetic
conditions associated with intellectual disability.
This year’s theme for the Gatlinburg conference reflected this multidisciplinary approach to
understanding Down syndrome, with invited speakers representing approaches that are perhaps
less familiar to the regular attendees of the conference, thereby enriching and expanding both
conceptual and methodological repertoires. Presentations on this theme came from all
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disciplines relevant to understanding the causes, consequences, life-course trajectories, and
environmental circumstances.
Four plenary sessions provided the participants with the opportunity to hear internationally
recognized Down syndrome researchers from the biomedical and behavioral fields. Dr.
Stephanie Sherman presented Trisomy 21: Causes and Consequences. Dr. Sherman discussed
the results of her long-standing study of the epidemiological factors associated with Down
syndrome and summarized her recent study conducted in collaboration with the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the Down Syndrome Registry, a six-state
epidemiological study. These factors include the source of the nondisjunction event as the
mother (93 percent) and the well-established effect of maternal age (35 percent older than age
40). The incidence of Down syndrome remains quite stable (1:732) across populations sampled
in six states, although Hispanics have a higher prevalence ratio (1.11) and African Americans a
lower ratio (0.78) than Caucasians. The type of error that occurs is associated with exchanges at
specific regions along the chromosome during meiosis. This is more likely to be telomeric for
meiosis 1 errors (which happen during the intrauterine life of the mother) and pericentromeric for
meiosis II errors. Meiosis II errors are also maternal-age dependent. Congenital heart disease is
a common feature and may occur in up to 50 percent of liveborn infants with Down syndrome.
There is, however, racial disparity in the incidence of particular defects, the most frequent of
which is atrioventricular septal defect. Its frequency among African Americans is 35 percent,
but among Hispanics only 12 percent. Specific DNA markers associate with the African
American population that exhibit congenital heart disease. A limited oocyte pool also associates
with both advanced maternal age or with ovariectomy and increases the risk of meiotic errors
and slightly decreases the age of menopause. Maternal age increases the risk of recurrence
among those older than age 30.
Dr. Ira Lott presented Down Syndrome and Alzheimer Disease: Clues from Neuroimaging. Dr.
Lott discussed his considerable experience with the onset of dementia and its clinical course in
individuals with Down syndrome. Although the course of progression of Alzheimer disease in
the general population is between 10 and 15 years, it may be as rapid as 3 to 4 years in
individuals with Down syndrome. The neuropathologic characteristics of Alzheimer disease are
ubiquitous by age 40 and may appear in the first decade of life. Even though there is evidence of
premature aging in Down syndrome, there is virtually no incidence of atherosclerotic stroke or
hypertension. Pre-demented Down syndrome individuals exhibit an increased glucose metabolic
signal in entorhinal cortex and a decreased signal in the cingulate gyrus, while individuals who
develop Alzheimer disease exhibit a decreased signal in both areas. Changes in glucose
metabolism in Down syndrome individuals may be predictive of the onset of dementia. Dr. Lott
also discussed the results of trials of combined antioxidants (vitamins E and C, carnitine, and
alpha lipoic acid) in beagles. In the presence of an enriched environment, the beagles neither
improved nor worsened. In a human clinical trial of Down syndrome individuals with dementia,
administration of vitamins E and C with alpha lipoic acid led to very little change in the treated
group, but the placebo group experienced a rapid acceleration in decline. Elevated cholesterol
levels also associate with an increased incidence of dementia; treatment with statins reduced the
risk by 60 percent in individuals with Down syndrome. In females with Down syndrome, early
menopause associates with earlier development of dementia. Dr. Lott described how he uses
telemedicine to rapidly diagnose patients with the onset of dementia.
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Dr. Jennifer Wishart presented Social Cognition in Children with Down Syndrome: Current
Evidence, Future Directions. She discussed the results of her studies during the past two
decades, indicating that early intervention did not provide clear results of usefulness because
often the interventions were not targeted to strengths or weaknesses. Few individuals with Down
syndrome develop adequate communication skills, and language development is delayed over
and above what one might expect for a given IQ. Down syndrome affects all domains of
communication and one needs to use a developmental approach to the problems. Progress often
takes longer and is not synchronous, so there is the expectation of low learning in children with
Down syndrome. Often Down syndrome children use avoidance strategies and misuse social
skills. Although emotional recognition appears early, children with Down syndrome can do
these visual recognition tests, but not as well as other children. Children with Down syndrome
may benefit from using peer partners to learn and in cooperative learning situations, rather than
in collaborative learning situations.
Dr. Roger Reeves presented Therapy for Structural Abnormalities in the Trisomic Brain, and
discussed the substantial progress made in treatment strategies in animal model systems. These
strategies may apply to individuals with Down syndrome. The first is the observation that
treatment of the most commonly studied mouse model of Down syndrome with the GABAa
antagonist, pentylenetetrazole, normalized their responses, and this effect persisted for months
after treatment. However, this medication is associated with increased incidence of seizures in
humans, making it problematic as a medication for Down syndrome. Other GABAa antagonists
may however have few adverse effects in humans and would benefit from trial in mouse models.
Alteration of the overexpression of the gene encoding the amyloid precursor protein (APP)
through mating partially trisomic Ts65Dn mice with APP-/+ mice restored NGF transport in
basal forebrain cholinergic neurons and enabled their continued survival. Thus, three copies of
APP in individuals with Down syndrome affect the survival of cholinergic neurons. The use of
the mitogenic Sonic hedgehog agonist, SAG, increased proliferation of cerebellar granule cells in
Ts65Dn mice and enabled more normal cerebellar development and foliation.
Several symposia focused specifically on Down syndrome. The first, Down Syndrome, Aging,
and Alzheimer Disease: Practical Insights from Prospective Studies, presented data from a
longitudinal cohort study spanning two decades. Presenters discussed such topics as the
relationship of elevated amyloid-beta-peptide and its association with the incidence of dementia
and mortality, the association of the apolipoprotein E epsilon 4 isoform with increased mortality
in Down syndrome individuals who are not demented, mild cognitive impairment in adults, and
the effectiveness of treatment with cholinesterase inhibitors in adults. Another session, Selective
Neuropsychological Changes Across the Adult Lifespan in Down Syndrome, featured
presentations on declines in visual-spatial abilities in young adults, visual-spatial working
memory decline associated with mild cognitive impairment and dementia, and neuropathological
evidence of Alzheimer disease in Down syndrome.
The session, Siblings of Individuals with Developmental Disabilities Across the Lifespan,
included a presentation on parent-sibling communication in families of children with autism,
Down syndrome, and sickle-cell disease. Another, Children with Down Syndrome: Parent and
Child Supports, included presentations on parent-child communication at homes with preschool
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children having Down syndrome and autism, coping with frustration in children, and examining
parental stress and parental perceptions of toddler communication development following
language intervention. On a similar theme, the session Phenotypic Responses to Communication
Intervention in Young Children with Down Syndrome focused on treatment (non)effects and
predictors of communication and language development, responses of children to prelinguistic
milieu teaching, and the effects of early augmented language intervention on communication
skills.
The session, Down Syndrome: Gene Expression and Beyond, covered the function of
chromosome 21 gene products in bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)-transgenic mice, the
role of the PIP2 phosphatase synaptojanin 1 in brain dysfunction, and the consequences of
overexpression of the gene minibrain (Mnb/Dyrk1A).
Approaching the issue from another public health front, the session What Large-Scale
Administrative Databases Can Tell Us about Down Syndrome, featured presentations on the use
of administrative databases, the demography of births with Down syndrome in Tennessee,
adverse birth outcomes in Down syndrome, and the use of propensity scores to match multiple
variables in Down syndrome.
In addition, two poster sessions and one paper session focused on Down syndrome. The first
featured the work of investigators who study persistence in early communication by young
children with Down syndrome, factors that predict mortality for individuals who reside in a
family, enhancing cognitive-emotional skills through computer-based training, special health
care needs, teaching money skills, developmental trajectories in language skills, parental coping
assistance, maternal responsiveness characteristics in Fragile X and Down syndromes, and life
events and psychological outcomes. Investigators are also studying depression and well-being in
mothers, mediators of stress in parents, family cohesion and its influence on adaptive behavior,
auditory responses in newborns with Down syndrome, maternal experience of bereavement in
parents of children with Down syndrome and congenital heart disease, and understanding the
causes of emotions by others in children with Down syndrome.
A paper session, Down Syndrome and Interventions, featured presentations on telomere
shortening in individuals with Down syndrome and dementia; Down syndrome, aging, and
Alzheimer disease; using electropalatography to assess speech articulation difficulties in children
with Down syndrome; inclusive education and social isolation among adolescents with Down
syndrome; and establishing building blocks of cognitive behavior therapy.
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OUTREACH MEETING WITH RESEARCH ADVOCACY ORGANIZATIONS, DECEMBER 2006
The NICHD and the NIH Down Syndrome Working Group hosted a meeting with
representatives of key research advocacy organizations, whose missions relate to Down
syndrome, that form the Down Syndrome Research Coalition to share their respective plans for
encouraging research in this area. The Coalition is preparing its own National Research Agenda,
but wanted to meet with the federal agencies involved to coordinate their recommendations.
Ultimately, the Coalition’s goal is to establish federal partnerships for each of their major
research goals.
The meeting also provided an opportunity for the Coalition to hear from many of the NIH
Institutes and Centers about the research they support on many aspects of Down syndrome, and
the scientific meetings planned over the next year, including the Gatlinburg Conference, an NIHsponsored conference to gather input on the research plan, and a meeting funded by the NICHD
focusing on the genes present on chromosome 21.
Looking forward, the entire group also discussed how to disseminate the various research plans
and other relevant information throughout the scientific, patient/family, and research advocacy
communities. The NIH Office of Research Services will conduct a literature search and make it
available to meeting participants. In addition, the group considered the possibility of an entire
journal issue devoted to Down syndrome research.

WORKSHOP ON DOWN SYNDROME: TOWARD OPTIMAL SYNAPTIC FUNCTION AND COGNITION,
FEBRUARY 2005
(Note: The following is the official published workshop report, which summarizes the
presentations and discussions of research gaps made during the workshop. See
http://www.ninds.nih.gov/news_and_events/proceedings/down_sydrome_2005.htm.)
Down syndrome is the most common genetic cause of mental retardation, occurring in 1 in 800
live births. Down syndrome patients suffer not only cognitive deficits, but also early onset
Alzheimer disease, facial dysmorphology, and increased frequencies of congenital heart disease,
gastrointestinal anomalies, and leukemia. Nevertheless, the life expectancy of Down syndrome
individuals has improved greatly during the past 30 years, to an average of more than 50 years.
As the life expectancy of Down syndrome individuals increases, their intellectual disabilities and
early onset dementia pose increasing personal and societal burdens.
Despite the prevalence of Down syndrome, relatively little research has been devoted to
understanding the biology of this syndrome, or to developing therapeutics. This neglect has been
due, in part, to the presumed global nature of the molecular and cellular abnormalities in Down
syndrome: the syndrome is caused by trisomy for chromosome 21, and hence involves
misexpression of hundreds of genes. Recent work in mouse models of Down syndrome suggests
that there are a variety mechanisms of gene action behind the multitude of phenotypic effects of
trisomy 21; for some phenotypes, a very few individual genes on chromosome 21 may be
particularly critical. In addition, specific synaptic defects have now been identified in mouse
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models of Down syndrome that appear to be amenable to pharmacological correction. The goal
of this workshop was to review recent advances in Down syndrome research and relevant
technical approaches to identify key priority areas for future work. The invited participants
included not only leaders in the field of Down syndrome research, but also basic neuroscientists
not currently working on Down syndrome whose future involvement might help propel the field.
Overview of Cognitive Deficits in Down Syndrome
There is a specific pattern of cognitive deficits in Down syndrome that differs from that seen in
other mental retardation syndromes (such as Fragile X or Williams syndrome). People with
Down syndrome have relatively high levels of social intelligence, but are impaired in expressive
communication and explicit memory. Sleep problems are also frequent and may exacerbate the
memory problems. Interestingly, the cognitive functions most affected are subserved by
structures that mature relatively late in development, such as the prefrontal cortex, hippocampus,
and cerebellum.
In addition to the defects in cognitive development that become evident early in life, another
major feature of Down syndrome is an early onset dementia of the Alzheimer’s type. Many
patients start showing symptoms of Alzheimer’s by early middle age, and few are spared
completely. It is unclear to what extent the processes underlying the development of the
dementia overlap with those responsible for the defects seen in cognitive development. There is
also a mysterious variability in the age of onset of dementia in Down syndrome: some patients
start showing signs in their early 40s, while others appear unaffected even in their 60s and 70s.
The genetic factors responsible for the variable penetrance of the dementia phenotype have not
yet been explored, but could prove highly informative about the biology of both Down syndrome
and Alzheimer disease.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Catalog more precisely the cognitive deficits that occur in Down syndrome, through
neuropsychological testing and functional imaging, and in both children and adults. This
effort would enable identification of circuits that might be targeted for eventual therapeutics,
as well as identify key deficits for study in animal models.
2. Create a DNA repository for patients with Down syndrome to enable genotype/phenotype
analyses on: (1) the nature and severity of cognitive deficits; and (2) the age of onset and
severity of dementia.
Synapse Formation and Structure
A number of developmental abnormalities have been described in the brains of individuals with
Down syndrome. By 18 months postnatal, abnormalities in the development of dendritic spines
are seen: spine density is decreased, and spines that are either larger or thinner than normal have
been reported. Dendritic abnormalities are also seen in mice that model Down syndrome, where
increases in spine size are seen throughout the brain and a decrease in spine density is seen in the
hippocampus. Such abnormalities are consistent with the memory deficits seen in human Down
syndrome, and with abnormalities in synaptic plasticity (i.e., long-term potentiation) seen in
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Down syndrome model mice. A number of synaptic proteins may be up- or down-regulated in
Down syndrome that are critical to normal spine development and synapse formation.
A key unanswered question is whether defects in synaptic development are initiators of the
development of the Down syndrome cognitive phenotype, or whether they are a secondary
consequence of other, possibly earlier problems in development. For example, it could be that
global changes in circuit activity lead to synaptic abnormalities rather than vice versa. And there
is some evidence of abnormalities occurring earlier in development, prior to synaptogenesis. For
example, reduced neuron numbers (of cerebellar granule cells and cortical interneurons) have
been observed during fetal development in humans, and in mouse models there are abnormalities
in the timing of neuronal cell birth in the cortex, and in the development of thalamocortical
axons. Hence, it will be important to determine the precise sequence of developmental
abnormalities that occur in this syndrome.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Undertake a systematic analysis of the development of key structures in the brains of people
with Down syndrome using standardized techniques and measurements.
2. Understand the sequence of developmental events leading to the abnormal spine phenotype
in mouse models of Down syndrome, and pursue the underlying genetic and cellular
mechanisms.
3. Deploy studies in additional organisms such as C. elegans and Drosophila in which
individual chromosome 21 genes can be perturbed, and the effects on the differentiation and
maturation of individual neurons and synapses readily studied.
Protein, RNA, and Vesicle Trafficking
A wealth of information is now available concerning the mechanisms and molecules involved in
synaptic vesicle trafficking at the synapse. Several key molecules involved in this process lie on
chromosome 21, suggesting plausible hypotheses about how gene dosage might cause deficits in
trafficking, spine morphology, and synaptic transmission. Moreover, enlarged endosomes
constitute one of the earliest pathological hallmarks of Down syndrome in humans (appearing at
28 weeks of gestation); they are also seen in the Ts65Dn mouse model of Down syndrome.
However, there is currently little information concerning the level of expression and activity of
trafficking proteins in human Down syndrome tissue or mouse models, nor functional measures
of trafficking in either case.
Because many of its component proteins are known, the synaptic vesicle trafficking system is a
good candidate focus system for analyzing the functional impact of chromosome triplication on a
specific biological output. This system would also allow one to analyze how the overexpression
of a particular gene affects the expression of other genes within the same molecular pathway.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Develop direct tests of the hypothesis that synaptic vesicle trafficking is disrupted in Down
syndrome, including the use of banked human cells and mouse models.
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2. Extend the analysis to an assessment of endocytosis and endosomal trafficking, again using
both human and mouse tissues.
3. Develop panels of mice (or other model organisms) in which genes on chromosome 21,
whose proteins are involved in vesicle trafficking and endocytosis, are systematically
overexpressed, and analyze effects on trafficking, synaptic function, and the expression of
other trafficking proteins.
Synapse Function
It seems highly likely that the neurophysiological, neuroanatomical, and cognitive deficits seen
in Down syndrome are accompanied (if not caused by) defects in transmission at individual
synapses. Interestingly, studies in the Ts65Dn mouse have shown a defect in long-term
potentiation (LTP) at hippocampal synapses. LTP in turn has been postulated to underlie
memory formation, which is known to be impaired in Down syndrome. However, there is little
direct evidence about the nature of the synaptic defects in human Down syndrome. Identifying
specific synaptic dysfunctions in Down syndrome will be key to: (1) generating better mouse
models; and (2) developing simple in vitro assay systems to test therapeutics.
Other major gap areas include the lack of a current consensus about what behavioral phenotypes
one would want to see in a mouse model of Down syndrome in order to deem it a “good” model.
In addition, nothing is currently known about what synaptic defects may exist in the Ts65Dn
mouse outside of the hippocampus. Hence, it would desirable to do a systematic survey of other
major brain areas to obtain a more global picture of synaptic function in these animals. (A key
step toward this goal would be to develop standardized functional assay methods to enable
comparison of results from different labs.) Finally, a major obstacle to further progress has been
the difficulty in obtaining reasonable quantities of mice for experiments. The most widely used
and best characterized mouse model for Down syndrome is the Ts65Dn line. This line is
difficult to breed and expensive to obtain, with mice costing $250 a pair. The high cost of mice
and the difficulty in accessing adequate numbers is limiting research progress.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Characterize cognitive deficits in current mouse models to determine which mouse models
best mimic the human disease. This endeavor should include input from
psychologists/psychiatrists familiar with behavioral and cognitive deficits in human Down
syndrome.
2. Survey synaptic deficits in Down syndrome model mice and determine which ones appear
most closely associated with specific cognitive deficits, and which would be best for
genotype/phenotype and therapeutics screening purposes.
3. Make existing mouse models available in larger numbers and at reduced cost.
4. Generate additional model mice, and perform genotype/phenotype analyses for cognitive and
synaptic abnormalities.
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5. Develop standardized methods for testing synaptic and cognitive function in Down syndrome
model mice.
APP Processing and Transport
Amyloid plaques (which contain Abeta, a fragment of the APP protein) are seen in the brains of
patients with Down syndrome, and look identical to those in AD. A similar mechanism may
direct the production and deposition of Abeta in Down syndrome and Alzheimer disease. Thus,
therapeutics aimed at Alzheimer disease could well be effective in Down syndrome as well.
Amyloid deposition in Alzheimer disease is known to be due to defects in APP processing and
transport. APP processing defects are also likely to play a role in Down syndrome because both
APP and one of its processing enzymes (BACE 2) are located on chromosome 21. Indeed, one
can readily conceive of means by which misprocessing and/or mistrafficking of APP in Down
syndrome recreates the pathological changes evident in Alzheimer disease. However, while the
biochemistry of APP processing in Alzheimer disease has been studied extensively, relatively
little is known about the details of APP biochemistry in Down syndrome or the consequences for
neuronal function of overexpression and the possible misprocessing and mistrafficking of APP.
Mitochondrial dysfunction is believed to contribute to amyloid deposition in Alzheimer disease.
Down syndrome patients and model mice exhibit defects in mitochondrial function, some of
which have been directly demonstrated to cause abnormalities in APP processing similar to those
seen in Down syndrome. Thus, improvement of mitochondrial function appears to be another
key therapeutic goal.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Use amyloid imaging technique to analyze more carefully the earliest stages of amyloid
plaque formation in patients with Down syndrome and establish more precisely the target
time window for early therapeutics and further investigation of pathobiology.
2. Establish cellular locations of defects in APP processing and trafficking and the
consequences of such defects for neuronal development and maintenance.
3. Investigate intensively the biochemistry of APP processing in humans with Down syndrome
and in animal models, including mechanisms of APP trafficking and amyloid beta
production, degradation, and clearance.
4. More fully describe the defects in mitochondrial function in Down syndrome, and begin
developing targeted therapeutics in vitro or in mouse models.
5. Encourage the inclusion of patients with Down syndrome in clinical trials of potential
Alzheimer disease therapeutics.
From Synapse to Cognition and Behavior
Studies of cognition in Down syndrome suggest selective impairment of functions subserved by
the hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, and cerebellum. Of these, hippocampal functions appear
most profoundly impaired, suggesting that the hippocampus would be a good focus area for
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future work correlating genetic, cellular, and behavioral deficits. Hippocampal functions that
have been demonstrated to be impaired in Down syndrome include exploration, context learning,
and spatial cognition. Paradoxically, specific measures and testing regimens for these domains
have been developed and validated far more extensively in animal models than in humans,
especially children.
A great deal of variability is seen in cognitive function among Down syndrome patients.
Understanding the genetic and environmental factors underlying this variability could be critical
to improving function for those individuals at the lower end of the spectrum. For example,
educational measures seem a promising area. However, we currently know little (from the
neuroscience and cognition perspectives) about how education operates on “normal” young
minds, much less the minds of children with Down syndrome. Another gap is in understanding
cognitive function and development in individuals with Down syndrome at very young ages,
from birth to five years or so.
Finally, most mechanistic studies of Down syndrome have been oriented at exploring the cellular
and molecular pathobiology based on known functions of chromosome 21 genes or anatomical
abnormalities seen in humans. Another approach would be to do drug screening studies on
cognitive function in animal models such as Drosophila or mouse, and let the results of those
inform mechanistic studies.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Develop better measures of hippocampal function in humans with Down syndrome.
2. Develop cognitive batteries that could be used across the lifespan, and use them to explore
the developmental and age-related progression of Down syndrome.
3. Link these observations with studies of cognition in mouse models of Down syndrome.
4. Distinguish region-specific versus global impairments in neural function.
5. Ascertain whether or not synaptic dysfunction is linked to abnormal cognition.
6. Connect cellular mechanisms and genetic factors to synaptic and cognitive phenotypes.
7. Explore the genetic and environmental determinants of variability of cognitive function in
Down syndrome patients.
8. Develop collaborations with educators, neuropharmacologists, and members of the
pharmaceutical industry to begin testing educational and pharmacological interventions.
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Overall Recommendations
In addition to specific recommendations listed above, several key focus areas emerged that
pertained across all topics:
1. Eliminate barriers to progress and communication
•
•
•

Establish an inter-Institute working group at NIH to define short- and long-term
objectives for the field, identify infrastructure needs, and promote sharing of animal
models and reagents.
Develop collaborations with educators and members of the pharmaceutical industry to
explore potential interventions.
Raise the consciousness of the neuroscience community to Down syndrome as a research
topic with the hope of attracting new investigators to field (for example, by developing a
symposium at the Society for Neuroscience meeting).

2. Model development:
•
•

•

Carry out descriptive studies in parallel in humans and mice to define anatomical,
synaptic, functional, and cognitive phenotypes over the lifespan, and understand how
they are correlated.
Identify a few well-defined phenotypes to focus on for further study that can be clearly
linked to cognitive deficits seen in human Down syndrome, and develop standardized
assays for these. The hippocampus seems a reasonable area to focus on in this regard;
human studies suggest that prefrontal cortex and cerebellum should also be explored
further.
Develop standardized assays for synaptic and cognitive function in Down syndrome
patients and animal models.

3. Resource development
•

•
•
•
•

Establish a national patient registry:
o Well-characterized cohort of patients for genotype-phenotype investigations (~1000
patients)
o Couple with DNA database
Establish a Down syndrome brain bank, cell line repository, and DNA repository.
Increase supply of old and new mouse models and of needed reagents (and promote
sharing among new and established researchers).
Support database development.
Prepare for clinical trials of ongoing treatments.
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APPENDIX D: SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO COMMENTS RECEIVED

The NIH received more than 150 comments on its draft Research Plan for Down Syndrome
during the open comment period; responses came from families of individuals with Down
syndrome and others in their communities, and from researchers across the country. The
majority of respondents agreed with the Working Group that a plan is critical to promoting and
advancing research on the wide range of possible issues related to Down syndrome.
In addition, a number of specific comments raised were carefully considered by the Working
Group. Most of these comments were grouped according to subject and were addressed as
described below.
INCREASE SCIENTIFIC AND OTHER COLLABORATIONS
The Working Group is aware that collaborative efforts on behalf of Down syndrome research are
already occurring and agrees that the NIH needs to further expand its involvement in such
efforts. In addition, some international collaborations were described during recent scientific
meetings, and participation in these efforts might reduce the need for additional infrastructure.
Consequently, the Working Group has expanded several of the research objectives in the final
plan to reflect these interests.

INCREASE THE PACE OF RESEARCH
A number of comments included requests that the NIH proceed rapidly on the research
objectives, and that some of the objectives be moved into the “short-term” category. While the
Working Group shares the view that the NIH research portfolio on Down syndrome and related
topics needs to be rebuilt, it will take some time to accomplish these objectives, partly due to the
process for encouraging additional applications and scientific review. The Working Group
agreed that the timeframes set forth in the plan are realistic, even ambitious, but will work
diligently to meet them.

INCREASE FUNDING FOR RESEARCH ON DOWN SYNDROME
In its annual appropriations for the NIH, Congress does not earmark funds for specific diseases
or conditions. Consequently, in implementing the NIH Research Plan for Down Syndrome, the
NIH’s focus will be on maximizing funds that are currently available by expanding
collaborations so funds can be spent in the most cost-effective manner possible, and by working
to ensure that researchers can utilize all available animal models and other scientific resources at
the lowest possible cost. In addition, NIH program staff will continue to encourage high-quality
investigator-initiated grant applications to increase the proportion of research focused on Down
syndrome.
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CREATE BOTH A CENTRAL DATABASE AND REGISTRY FOR DOWN SYNDROME
The Working Group agrees that a central database would provide a useful resource for
researchers nationwide. Language has been added to the research objectives to reflect the
Group’s intent to move forward in creating or expanding a database, first reviewing current
models and following the progress of the database proposed by the European Union; if
appropriate, NIH will consider collaborating with one or more of these models to reduce
duplicative efforts.
Regarding the registry, the NIH is aware that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) has established a prototype registry and does not want to duplicate those efforts. The
Working Group will follow up with the CDC and share expertise as appropriate.

EXPAND OR CREATE A TISSUE BANK
A tissue bank that would meet the needs of researchers who wish to do research related to Down
syndrome is a critically important resource. Language strengthening the research objective
related to the tissue bank has been added to the plan.

AVAILABILITY OF TRISOMIC MICE AS ANIMAL MODELS
Echoing points raised by many in the research community during several scientific meetings, the
NIH is already exploring ways to make increased numbers of mouse models available to funded
researchers during the recompetition of the contract in fiscal year 2008.

EXPAND INFORMATION/COMMUNICATIONS ON DOWN SYNDROME
Numerous comments suggested the creation of a NIH Down syndrome Web site including
information for parents and families of individuals with Down syndrome, clinicians, and
researchers. In response, a new objective has been added to the plan (see the Living with Down
Syndrome section); NIH will review other condition-specific pages currently available on its
Web site and will create a new page for Down syndrome.

DEVELOP GUIDELINES REGARDING PRENATAL DIAGNOSIS
The NIH does not develop or publish practice guidelines for the medical/health professions.
However, research results are shared with the medical community in several ways to inform the
development or refinement of guidelines. In addition to articles in professional journals and
other publications, NIH staff frequently attend and present at national meetings and conferences.
Additional information on NIH-supported research will be provided on the new Web page.
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CONDUCT RESEARCH ON INTRAUTERINE INTERVENTIONS
At this time, there is no evidence base of research (animal studies) on valid intrauterine
interventions that could improve cognition or motor skills in individuals with Down syndrome.
NIH staff will remain alert for investigator-initiated applications in this area.

ESTABLISH STANDARD BATTERY OF COGNITIVE TESTS FOR USE IN RESEARCH
Many cognitive tests have been developed to answer a narrow set of questions, but these are not
appropriate for measuring an entire population or age group. NIH staff will review current
grants and determine how results may be applied to different populations, with particular
attention to whether these findings can be applied to translational research in which individuals
with Down syndrome may be participating.

ADD OBJECTIVES REGARDING RESEARCH ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF MOTOR SKILLS IN
PERSONS WITH DOWN SYNDROME
NIH funded a range of research on the development of motor skills two decades ago, but these
efforts were not specific to Down syndrome. Language has been added to two research
objectives to reflect a commitment to review that literature and to explore how research results
may be moved into translation for individuals with Down syndrome, and if necessary, renew
calls for such research.

CONDUCT RESEARCH ON OTHER COMORBID CONDITIONS
Several comments requested that the research objective listing comorbid conditions for Down
syndrome be expanded so that it is clear that research in these areas is welcome; the objective
has been expanded.

REFER SPECIFICALLY TO MEMANTINE AND OTHER THERAPEUTIC AGENTS IN DESCRIBING
CLINICAL TRIALS
NIH cannot appear to endorse specific compounds; the research objectives are intentionally
broadly stated to encompass therapies being used in current clinical trials.

ADD OBJECTIVE ON THE USE OF STATINS
Currently, NIH is not aware of a formal research study of statins in young people with Down
syndrome. However, investigator-initiated applications in this area are encouraged.
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ESTABLISH A STANDING COMMITTEE OF NON-NIH SCIENTISTS AND OTHERS TO MANAGE THE
NIH DOWN SYNDROME RESEARCH PORTFOLIO; AND DESIGNATE A “CHAMPION” WITHIN THE
NIH FOR RESEARCH ON DOWN SYNDROME
The NIH Director, acting through the NICHD, has established the trans-NIH Down Syndrome
Working Group, which comprises the lead scientific staff from several Institutes and Centers in
this area and others. The Working Group plans to continue to meet regularly to implement this
research plan, and is committed to consulting frequently with non-NIH scientists and
organizations representing the interests of individuals with Down syndrome and their families for
input on future funding opportunities and related research efforts.
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APPENDIX E. A SHORT HISTORY OF DOWN SYNDROME RESEARCH
AND THE ROLE OF THE NIH

Two descriptions of some of the features associated with Down syndrome appear in the writings
of physicians before the 1850s (Esquirol, 1838; Seguin, 1846). However, it was only after a
systematic association of a number of consistent clinical features in a population of individuals in
an asylum in England, that John Langdon Down provided the first classification of the clinical
entity now recognized as Down syndrome in 1866. In 1876, two physicians attending a wealthy
gentleman in his mid-20s noted that the patient seemed to exhibit premature aging (baldness,
lack of skin tone, etc.) and the other features of the condition that Dr. Down described,
christening the “syndrome described by Dr. Down” as a distinct clinical entity.
Because of demand for education by wealthy families in Europe for their intellectually disabled
children, Montessori developed her now classical teaching methods in the 1880s. This approach,
however, had little impact on the many individuals consigned often from birth to asylums for the
insane and mentally unfit throughout Europe. Individuals with Down syndrome who survived
infancy and childhood in such environments were often mistaken for cretins. Sutherland in
1900, however, demonstrated that while cretins responded to supplementation by thyroid extract,
individuals with Down syndrome often did not. This was but the first of a series of
endocrinologic abnormalities clinicians would come to associate with Down syndrome over the
next century.
Life expectancy for individuals with Down syndrome remained very poor through the first
decades of the new century. Physicians encouraged most parents to surrender their children who
survived the perinatal period to state institutions. In such institutions, the high incidence of
congenital heart disease, the compromised immune function, the increased frequency of
childhood cancers, and the intellectual developmental delay made survival past the first decade
rare.
Many investigators who examined and studied individuals with Down syndrome through the first
seven decades of the twentieth century, as a result, did so in association with or as the staff of
such institutions, where they elucidated many of the neurological consequences, anatomically,
physiologically, and biochemically. In 1929, Struwe described the pathological features of the
brain and noted that, at the cellular level, the brains of individuals with Down syndrome were
very similar to those described by Alzheimer in a 54- year-old woman in 1906. However, those
pathological features were apparent decades earlier in Down syndrome individuals, consistent
with the prevailing notion of premature aging in that population.
Other features consistently associated with Down syndrome also became apparent during the
1920s and 1930s. Down syndrome individuals were often the youngest members of their birth
family and advancing maternal age, as a result, often associated with the incidence of Down
syndrome. Further, because the features of Down syndrome made it a recognizable condition
throughout the world, there was increasing suspicion that the condition was “genetic.”
Examination of the prevalence of the condition, however, seemed to be relatively consistent
among the world’s ethnic groups, at about 1 in 800 to 1,000 live births.
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With the discovery of antibiotics in the 1940s and the move to more structured state residential
facilities for the intellectually disabled, the survival of some Down syndrome populations around
the United States began to improve. Life expectancy in the 1950s had increased to about 15
years for those individuals who did not have congenital heart disease, succumb to infection, or
develop cancer in childhood. Because most of the populations placed in institutions were
Caucasian, it was not until the mid-1960s that the racial disparity in survival became very
apparent, with few African Americans with Down syndrome surviving infancy. Life expectancy
for African Americans with Down syndrome today is about 35 years, much less than the more
than 50 year life expectancy of Caucasians with Down syndrome.
During the 1930s through the 1960s investigators characterized many of the neurochemical
features associated with Down syndrome brains. They established the compromised function of
many different cell populations, which affected many different neurotransmitter systems:
noradrenergic, serotoninergic, cholinergic, and GABAergic. It was not until the 1970s that they
established the full complement of neurochemical effects with the revelation that Down
syndrome also affected peptidergic and amino acid transmitter systems, as well as many
neurotrophic factors. Thus, there appears to be no neurotransmitter system spared compromise
in the Down syndrome brain. In addition to decreases in the level of specific neurotransmitters,
there are effects on neurotransmitter receptors, their structure, and function.
In 1959, two groups published the chromosomal basis of Down syndrome, triplication of human
chromosome 21, and thus, established its true genetic basis. Improvements in cytogenetic
techniques over the next 10 years, established clearly that although 95 percent of individuals
with Down syndrome had triplication of the entire 21st chromosome, about 1 percent to 2
percent had only a part of the chromosome triplicated, and the remaining 4 percent had a part of
the extra chromosome attached to another chromosome. Increasingly, geneticists began to pay
attention to the similarities and differences among the characteristic features of each of the
groups of individuals. This enabled them to make correlations, particularly in partially trisomic
individuals, with specific phenotypic characteristics that commonly occurred when specific
genes or clusters of genes were in triplicate.
In the early 1960s, legislation establishing the NICHD was quickly followed by a formal
reorganization of the new Institute, approved by the Surgeon General, that named mental
retardation and related research as one of NICHD’s four main research priorities. Investigators
established a number of these centers in locations with substantial residential populations of
intellectually disabled individuals. This drew many investigators who previously confined their
studies to other clinical conditions or to typically developing populations to the study of
individuals with intellectual disabilities. Because the NIH through the NICHD provided these
centers approximately $1 million per year to support for research with minimal intervention until
1988, many investigators studied Down syndrome as affiliates of these centers, but not
necessarily as NIH grantees. Increasingly, other investigators began to characterize the features
of Down syndrome that affect various organ systems, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, immune,
etc. They established that a number of features of Down syndrome do not occur typically in
other genetic conditions, and increasingly sought to correlate the association of those features
with specific genes or clusters of genes present on chromosome 21.
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In the early 1960s, researchers turned increasingly to cellular characterization of specific cell
populations. For example, immunologists recognized the exquisite sensitivity of Down
syndrome cells to exposure to interferon. Oncologists began to recognize that specific childhood
cancers such as megakaryoblastic leukemias were more common among the leukemias in Down
syndrome children. Cardiologists documented the failure of endocardial cushion cells in the
heart to complete the formation of the atrioventricular septum and the valves.
Gastroenterologists established the failure of portions of the small intestine to reestablish a
lumen, often in association with malrotation of the intestines. Because Down syndrome children
were often born with substantial birth defects that were life threatening in the immediate
perinatal period, clinicians and ethicists debated openly whether clinicians should provide any
medical or surgical intervention and such treatment often did not occur.
Some investigators studying the nervous system used the Golgi method to reveal altered
dendritic spine formation and architecture in cortical and hippocampal pyramidal cells. Other
investigators determined that such changes were present in very young individuals with Down
syndrome and that some changes were even present in fetal life. Still others focused on
developmental trajectories and found that although there was developmental delay, for many of
the specimens examined, the rate of development was parallel. Electrophysiologists with access
to postmortem tissue began the first exploration of the physiological characteristics of neurons
derived from both the central and peripheral nervous system of Down syndrome individuals.
Still others documented the reduction of specific cell populations throughout the brain.
During the 1970s, many residential state institutions ceased to admit individuals with intellectual
and developmental disabilities. As a consequence, more and more children remained with their
birth families. Others were placed in adoptive homes. That dramatic social change produced
two lasting effects. The first effect was that families now became increasingly invested in the
medical care of children with Down syndrome and more parents pursued medical and surgical
intervention for birth defects associated with Down syndrome. Further, parents increasingly
required educational institutions to provide an inclusive learning environment to previously
excluded populations. Such inclusion provided a venue for much research into the
developmental trajectories, strengths, and weaknesses in cognitive development that individuals
with Down syndrome experienced. Many psychologists and educators began to focus studies
that involved the participation of children with Down syndrome at various levels, the family, the
school, and the community.
Not only did the investigators study the characteristics of cognitive function and the nature of the
intellectual disability, but they also began to examine the dynamics of family life, the choice to
adopt and rear a disabled child, and the consequences of increasing social interaction and
involvement of individuals with Down syndrome throughout the lifespan.
Psychologists found, as had many other investigators studying Down syndrome, that although
most individuals could agree that the physical features of Down syndrome enabled its common
recognition, Down syndrome individuals exhibited quite a remarkable variability in cognitive
capacity and in developmental milestone attainment. For example, some children with Down
syndrome spoke their first sentence at age one, whereas others did so at age seven and some
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never did. As a consequence of basic research that demonstrated altered brain function in
animals placed in enriched environments, the next decade of research involved studies of the
effects of early and later infant stimulation, its duration, and its intensity. Intensive efforts to
improve speech and communication skills led investigators to focus on differences in auditory
and visual learning and to design methods to facilitate the relative “strengths” of individual
children.
A study published in 1979 described the impact of stimulation on Down syndrome infants and
children. Children with Down syndrome raised in institutions had an average IQ of 20 to 30.
Those raised at home with no specific attention to stimulation averaged about 40, and those
raised at home with stimulation had an average of 55. This study also found that IQ declines with
age in people with Down syndrome, regardless of their environment.
Paralleling this increased interest in behavioral and biobehavioral aspects of the development of
Down syndrome came rapid strides in the ability to identify the specific genes located on
individual human chromosomes. In 1973, investigators localized the first two of many genes to
human chromosome 21. Other investigators focused on the genomes of other mammals: mouse,
dog, cat, sheep, goat, cow, and horse. From such comparative genetic studies emerged the
concept that the cluster of genes located on human chromosome 21 often had remained together
and in the same order since the divergence of mice and men 60 million years ago. This led
investigators in the 1980s to increasingly make comparisons of the genes shared among the
various mammalian chromosomes.
The development of the first animal models of aneuploidy in the mid-1970s helped further such
investigation. Noting the unusual arrangement of chromosomes in the mice that populated the
Poschiavinus valley in the Alps (Mus poschiavinus, the tobacco mouse), Alfred Gropp came
upon a strategy to create aneuploidy for each of the 19 mouse chromosomes. His use of such
Robertsonian translocation stocks to generate trisomy led the NICHD to fund its first contract to
characterize and ultimately distribute such stocks to investigators in the late 1970s. Based solely
on his pathological characterization, Gropp concluded that fetal mice with trisomy 16 most
closely resembled Down syndrome fetuses. Many developed fetal hydrops (nuchal
translucency), had congenital heart disease affecting the atrioventricular septum and valves, had
poor liver and endocrine organ development, had similar facial features, and like many fetuses
with Down syndrome, died in utero. As genes localized to human chromosome 21 also clustered
to mouse chromosome 16, there was significant interest in the research community to study these
mice. Unfortunately, since much brain development in mice occurs postnatally, investigators
needed a “better mouse model.”
Even given the limitations of the trisomy 16 mouse model, a number of groups of investigators
competed successfully for NIH funds during the 1980s in the form of individual research grants,
program project grants, and contracts to study and characterize the trisomy 16 mouse. Important
to the validity of that mouse as a model for studies relevant to Down syndrome and before the
substantial comparative genetic mapping effort, was characterization of these mice, and other
mice with trisomy of other chromosomes, at the structural, physiological, and biochemical levels.
During the 1970s and 1980s, there was substantial concern in the research community that it was
not so much the particular genes in triplicate, but the amount of genetic material in triplicate that
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was source of the phenotypic features observed. Since chromosome 21 is the smallest human
autosome, it was natural for investigators to focus studies on chromosome 19 in the mouse.
Structurally, developmentally, and neurochemically, the trisomy 19 mouse differed from
individuals with Down syndrome, but served as a very useful comparison organism. With
further study and characterization, the trisomy 16 mouse emerged as the mouse trisomy that
resembled the Down syndrome phenotype most closely.
With more detailed genetic examination of mouse chromosome 16, it became clear to
investigators that mouse chromosome 16 was not an exact ortholog to human chromosome 21.
Rather, its long arm contained genes for only a portion of human chromosome 21 and the rest of
the genes located on human chromosome 21 were primarily located on two other mouse
chromosomes, 10 and 17. This led investigators to attempt to develop other mouse models that
more closely resembled Down syndrome genetically.
By the late 1980s the contract to supply Robertsonian translocation stocks moved to the Jackson
Laboratory and another contract to generate mice with partial trisomy of various chromosomes
enabled Muriel Davisson to generate a mouse with triplication of many of the genes human
chromosome 21 and mouse chromosome 16 share, the Ts65Dn mouse. Although the males, like
most Down syndrome males, were sterile, investigators could breed the females through
elaborative and intensive husbandry to generate litters that contained the partially trisomic mice.
Because these mice had a more modest phenotype, they required elaborate genetic
characterization that few laboratories could conduct. These mice were viable into adult life and
enabled much intensive investigation of the similarities and differences that occurred in various
organ systems.
During the 1980s investigators began to direct studies to the basis of aneuploidy in human
populations. Epidemiologic and genetic studies increasingly focused on the source of the extra
chromosome, the timing of its generation, and factors that affect the frequency of aneuploidy.
Although it was generally accepted that women who were older than age 35 were at much
greater risk for having a child with Down syndrome (1:60), most Down syndrome children are
born to women younger than age 35, where the risk is much less. Further, very frequently the
source of the extra chromosome is the mother and the timing of its generation during meiosis
varies with maternal age. Investigators studying fetal ovaries found that some errors in meiosis
occurred as early as the fifth month of gestation (when the mother was a fetus), while general
population studies found that other errors occurred during the preparation of the egg for
ovulation during the mother’s reproductive life.
With further development of the comparative genetics of mouse and human and increased
emphasis on the study of the genetics of Alzheimer disease in the 1980s, investigators placed
greater focus on specific genes present on human chromosome 21 and the relation of their
overexpression to the pathological characteristics of Alzheimer disease and other neurologic
conditions. Generation of mice with specific mouse or human transgenes enabled investigators
to dissect further the contributions of specific genes to the overall phenotype observed.
Although it was well accepted that individuals with Down syndrome develop the
neuropathologic characteristics of Alzheimer disease as many as 50 years earlier, it was not until
a longitudinal cohort study began to examine the aging process in Down syndrome that the
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similarities and differences began to emerge. Now well into its second decade of funding, this
program project continues to collect substantial data on a cohort of individuals, their medical
care, their medical issues, and the characteristics that predispose some of them to the
development of dementia as they age.
With the development of amniocentesis in the 1970s and of chorionic villus biopsy in the 1980s,
it became possible for clinicians to offer prenatal diagnosis for a variety of genetic conditions.
With more women choosing to delay childbearing until their fourth or fifth decade of life, many
more of these older women were at substantial risk for a pregnancy with an aneuploid embryo or
fetus. Because pregnancies involving an embryo or fetus with aneuploidy frequently end in
spontaneous loss or stillbirth, several groups of investigators began to focus on the best methods
to detect aneuploid conception at earlier gestational ages. This led not only to population studies
that compared the rate of detection, but also the accuracy of detection at various gestational ages.
Other studies examined whether non-invasive detection could enable reliable detection of
aneuploid cells in maternal blood.
The 1990s was a decade of intense research focus on the brain, its development, and its function.
Increasing numbers of investigators were drawn to Down syndrome research through program
solicitations with focus on specific aspects of Down syndrome, such as cognitive function. In
addition, behavioral and biobehavioral investigators amassed during the previous decade
considerable information on Down syndrome individuals compared with other individuals with
intellectual and developmental disabilities. With the efforts of the Human Genome Project to
map the entire human genome, more and more genes came to associate with specific conditions.
Down syndrome individuals became the most common intellectually disabled comparison group
in the studies of many investigators.
A number of investigators developed models in mice and other organisms to study more directly
the cellular and molecular consequences of triplication of genes located on human chromosome
21. Other partial trisomies in mice, such as Ts1Cje, triplicated a smaller region of mouse
chromosome 16 and enabled investigators to examine more closely the neurobiologic
consequences of triplication of specific clusters of genes. Studies using other organisms, such as
Drosophila, enabled investigators to examine the consequences of triplication of specific genes
on developmental processes in a much shorter time frame. Studies of non-human primates
enabled examination of expression of specific genes, both spatially and temporally.
Because of the dramatic increase in life expectancy of individuals with Down syndrome, nearly
tripling since the 1970s, researchers also began to focus attention increasingly from children with
Down syndrome to adults and increasingly to elderly individuals with Down syndrome.
Behavioral and biobehavioral investigators directed focus on the family dynamics of transition
from childhood to adult, acquisition of skills applicable to both workplace and independent
living, issues of aging caregivers and sibling relationships, and the transition during the elder
period to nursing home care. With the increased risk of Alzheimer dementia in elderly
individuals with Down syndrome, several clinical trials examined the effects of various
medications and antioxidant combinations on the development of dementia or its progress.
Others conducted limited and focused trials of specific medications in children, but often studied
too few individuals to derive concrete and meaningful results. Long-term longitudinal studies
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enabled investigators to follow medical histories and the use of various common medications
among Down syndrome individuals and to provide insight into whether or not they age
atypically.
In 2000, a consortium of researchers published the DNA sequence of the whole of human
chromosome 21, followed several years later by another consortium’s publication of the
complete sequence of mouse chromosome 16. With completion of the sequences for other
mouse and human chromosomes, investigators could continue to develop mouse models for
Down syndrome research. Currently, investigators have developed a number of such partial
trisomies, including Ts1Rhr, Ts2Cje, Ts1Yu, and a mouse containing portions of human
chromosome 21 as an episome, Tc1.
Behavioral and biobehavioral investigators have begun to partner with basic researchers to
conduct multidisciplinary studies of populations of Down syndrome individuals. In addition to
longitudinal cognitive assessments, investigators have applied evoked response potential
electrophysiology and magnetoencephalography to very young children and have found that the
“signatures” of the ERP profile often are distinctive for a given intellectual and developmental
disability. These signatures mature rapidly over time and may predict subsequent cognitive
capability during early childhood. Still other investigators use functional imaging techniques on
older individuals with Down syndrome and positron emission tomography to reveal changes in
metabolic function within the brain during the aging process.
Interested readers can find many of the results of research of the past decade in the summary
reports of various meeting sponsored by the NIH over the past several years, including a meeting
on cognitive function in Down syndrome, the Gatlinburg Conference of 2007, and an experts
meeting to advise the NIH Down Syndrome Working Group.
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APPENDIX F. NIH-SUPPORTED DOWN SYNDROME RESEARCH:
A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

The following citations resulted from a search of MEDLINE, the premier biomedical literature
database of the National Library of Medicine, using the following: Down syndrome [keyword],
Research Support, N.I.H. [keyword], and Extramural [publication type].
The keyword [Research Support, N.I.H.] is a designation for publications of research resulting
from extramural research funded by the National Institutes of Health. This keyword was
introduced in 2005.
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